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All Go to Alcatraz,
Reach Santa Fe Before
in Gold to Pay Turkand Means Committee
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Board Says It Cannot Reject Short Time Men to Be Kept at Flotilla of Warships Watching Intend to Go Before the Coun- Great Britain Will Help the Czar All of Thirty Per Cent. Decline Has English Valet and Declares
Fort Leavenworth,
the Ports on the Arabian
Returns from Clayton Preto Run the Asiatic
at Ellis Island in One
try With This Measure
He's Not Afraid of
CoastFaU.
Kansas.
Union
Next
Nation
County.
cinct,
.Year.
Any Man.
-

Clinton J. Crandall, superintendent
the U. S. Indian Industrial School
at Santa Fe, who has been in Washington, D. C, has resigned and will
retire from the Indian Bervice. He was
offered a transfer 'to another field
but preferred to remain at Santa Fe.
Canvassing Board.
There was a lively scene this morning when the official canvassing hoard
took up the checking of the returns
from Carthage precinct of Socorro
county. In response to subpoenaes
some time ago all hut one clerk of
the election officials of the precinct
c8me before the board to identify the
entries made in the poll book. After
a careful examination of the hook the
officials unanimously agreed that the
entries had been changed. As the
book did not agree with the certificate
which the election officials agreed was
correct. The argument between the
opposing counsels A. B. Fall for the
Republicans and Neil B. Field for the
Democrats became quite spirted, but
happily hostilities were avoided.
Although the election officials for
this precinct are not sure of all the
they say that the vote was
changed so that one of the candidates
lest six votes and that others increa ed
ia different cases from three to six
over the correct returns. The election officials from Carthage precinct
are: John B. McKinley, R. H.
of

'

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, Dec. 22. A
sweeping change in military prison
methods was instituted today by orders of the War Department. All ol
the short term prisoners of Alcatraz
Island, San Francisco Harbor, have
been ordered transferred to Fort Leav
enworth, Kansas.
All of the long term prisoners iA
the latter prison, are to be transferred to Alcatraz which will thus be
made the place of confinement for the
criminal element while Leavenworth
will be the place of detention of soldiers guilty of purely military of-

fenses.
To save transportation expenses,
second criminal jail is created at

a

(By Spcclat itased Wire to New Mexican)
Alexandria, Egypt, Dec. 22. The
Italian cruiser Puglia today seized
the British steamer Menzaleh of the
Khedive Mail Steamship
Company,
with $150,000 in gold coin on board,
destined for the payment of Turkish
troops at the port of Hodieda, in the
Turkish province of Yemen on the
Red Sea, The Menzaleh left Suez on
Monday for Aden and was to call at
Port Sudan, Suakim, and Hodeido.
She is a vessel of 10SO tons.
A flotilla of Italian cruisers is keeping a sharp lookout for vessels touching at Turkish ports on the Arabian
coast of the Red Sea.

Ft

HOPE FOR PEACE IN
Jay," Governor's Island, New York.
CHINA NOT ABANDONED.
The effects of these changes is to
carry out the recently developed Brit- Hope Held Out By Tang Shao Yi That
ish system of treating deserters and
Premier Kai Will Give Con- other soldiers guilty of breaches' of
sent to Republic.
discipline as subject to reformatory influences and of segregating them from (By Special Leased Wtre to New Mexican)
the absolutely criminal and vicious
Shanghai, Dec. 2. Tang Shao Yi.
class.
who is representing Premier Yuan Shi
Kai and: the imperial government at
the
peace conference between the imrence of the other judges, or at least
and revolutionary
delegates
perial
a majority thereof, the board is not
being held here, authorizes the
at this time entirely clear; the en- now
Associated Press to say that he still
tering of the result of this tally upon hopes that Premier Yuan Shi Kai will
the certificate is really a concurrent
with his views and accept the
act which should have been done be- agree
republic as the only means of securevent
it becomes ing peace.
fore, but in any
and Louis Silva, judges, and merely a matter of clerical detail
Tang Shao Yi said that Premier
Dr. "William Hartt, clerk. John Webb, since the basis is fixed by statute.
Yuan Shi Kai up to six o'clock this
We therefore at this time rule that esvening, had not communicated
to
the other clerk did not present himthis judge and this clerk of election him his decision to repudiate the
self.
The work of going over the returns may sign the certificate attached to suggestion of a republic. Tang Shao
for final adjustment is proceeding as the Clayton book, with the undep Y' does not believe that Yuan Shi Kai
rapidly as can be expected under the standing, of course, that in filling out will decide against the suggested reif public after he has thoroughly digestcircumstances. Today the board went of that certificate subsequently,
over all the counties up to Sandoval. hereafter done, it will be done in ac ed Tang Shao Yi's report, giving his
The precincts where corrections are cordance with the
and fne tallies positive views of the situation.
yet to be made are: Precincts 11 and are contained in the book.
Chinese Reformer Resigns.
20 in Rio Arriba, where the poll books
The second question is the attitude
San Francisco, Dec. 22. News that
of
have been sent for the purpose
of this board toward the clerks and Liang Tung Yen has resigned as for
comparison. -They cannot, arrive
judges who at; this time refuse, for eign minister in the cabinet establishprecinct. reasons heretofore set Hp-ievening?
"Mondaythe
ed by- PreBaicr - uani,.Shi iCal was re5 In Curry county; precinct 1 in Union
left with the board, to sign this ceived by cable from Shanghai today
5 n Curry county; precinct 1 in Union certificate. The determination of this by the Chung Sai Yat Po. It is ascounty, which has been put up to the matter depends to some extent upon sumed that Liang was moved by his
district court and the precinct of Re- the powers of this board. It is to be republican sympathies.
serve in Socorro county.
He is a native of Canton, was edunoted that in the Enabling Act we
The corrections- as affecting the are required to canvass only legal cated at Yale and has been active is
judges in the counties checked this votes, and the contention may, per administrative reforms in China.
morning shown the following gains haps, and has been urged to some ex
and losses.
tent, that that imposed upon this BRITISH SHIP OWNERS
DEFY UNCLE SAM.
Bernalillo, Burkhart loses 1; Dunn board the duty of discriminating beHanna loses 1.
loses
1;
tween what is legal and illegal votes,
"
Chaves, Roberts gains 20; Burk- and therefore vested
with judicial He Must Pay 70 Per Cent More for
hart gains 10; Dunn gains 10; Hanna, powers to that extent. itThe board
Construction, and 40 Per Cent
has
More for Operating.
gains 10.
considered this contention and has
McKinley, Parker gains 1; Roberts
""
reached the conclusion that so far as
1.
gains 1; Wright gains
Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
(By
votes"
words
are
mentioned
in
"legal
Colfax, Wright loses 3; Hanna loses
London, Dec. 22. British ship ownthe Enabling Act which must be
2- ers
apparently are not at all disturbcounted by this board, that that does
Mora, Burkhart gains 4, Dunn gains not
ed at President Taft's suggestion,
invest this board with any judi3.
in the messaa" he sent to Concial powers, but that its duties and
that preference
Otero, Wright gains 1.
yesterday,
powers are as possessed by an ordi- gress
Quay, Hanna gains 10.
should be given to American ships in
Rio Arriba, Burkhart loses 1; Hanna nary board of canvassers, and by a connection with tolls to be charge for
board of county commissioners which
loses' 25.
the Panama canal.
would ordinarily deal with such an passing
Sandoval, Hanna loses 1.
argue that outside of the
They
San Miguel, Dunn loses 1; Hanna election as this. The word legal, we coastal trade from which hey are altake it to mean that this board must
ready barred, British ships will conThe following is the Board's deci- exercise discrimination where upon tinue to do the carrying trade of the
the face of the returns it shows the
sion in the Clayton dispute:
States, even if American ships
vote is illegal or excessive, but it does United
Cannot Reject Clayton Return.
to use the cayal free of
allowed
are
By Judge Pope: In one of the mat- not invest us with legal powers to de- tolls.
ters which was submitted to the Com- termine the legality of any vote.
reason for their optimism is,
The
or
two,
This being the case we have before
mission within the last day
explain, that it costs 60 to 70 per
the Commission is prepared to make us a return from two of the judges they
more to build ships in America,
cent
an announcement, being the matter to the effect that this election was and 40
per cent more to operate them
Union
No.
in
to
1,
Precinct
improperly conducted and that they than in the United Kingdom.
relating
cannot sign. We take it that that
county, known as the Clayton
cinct.
portion of the return is purely eviden- LOS'ANGELES ATTORNEY '
The condition which confronts the tial, and for this hoard upon this ex
BEFORE GRAND JURY.
Commission at this time is the fact parte statement to hold that this rethat the poll book is not certified. In turn cannot be entertained here would
Probe
Isbe to decide a matter without full Federal Dynamite Conspiracy
response to a subpoena heretofore
to
Is
Wednesday
Adjourned
clerks
and
the
judges
sued requiring
judicial hearing from, both sides. The
After Christmas.
of election to appear and perform board therefore feels that it cannot
their duty under the statute, all three upon this ex parte statement of the
Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
judges and both clerks have appeared. conditions surrounding- this" election, (Bv
Los Angeles, Calif., Dec. 22. The
of
the
one
and
One of the judges
reject this return. Our view is there- Federal Grand Jury probing the westclerks have offered to sign the certifi- fore, that we have recourse to the ern angles of the alleged national dycate as it remains blank upon the statute, our powers as to this matter namite conspiracy, today adjourned
acbook, and to fill out the same in
being so strongly analagous to those until next Wednesday.
cordance with the tallies on the poll of the board of county commissioners.
Edward A. Regan, assistant United
book in accordance with the statute.
These provisions of statute are that States district attorney, was in
The other two judges, and I believe in such a case as this, the Commischarge of today's brief proceedings,
the other clerk, answer that tne elec- sion shall pass on to the court of the at
which F. A. Stephenson, a Los Anthat
tion was improperly conducted,
district by certificate, the fact of the geles attorney, gave testimony.
the return does not carry verity, and failure and refusal of the judges to
that they were lnwilling to sign the sign, for such proceedings as may be FORTY PERSONS HURT
certificate attached to this return, or pursuant to law. Ve therefore feel
IN HEAD-OCOLLISION
a part of it, because of the reasons in this matter, that upon this refusa;
just named, and refuse so to do.
by these other officers o concur in Wreck on Texas & Pacific in Arkansas
l
The Commission has two matters this return, our duty is to certify it
Will Probably
before it. One, how we shall deal to the district court of the proper
Lives.
'With the clerk end the judge who are county and district to be dealt with
here ottering to sign la accordance according to law, and that certificate By Special Leased' Wire to New Mexican t
Texarkana, Ark., Dec. 22. Thirty to
with the tallies within the book; and will therefore be forthwith made by
fcrty persons were hurt, some fatally,
the second, what shall be the attitude the Commission.
in a wreck on the Texas & Pacific
of the board to the others who have
Transfer from Cheyenne.
Tailroad at Kildare, south of here,
refused to sign. The board is of the
A dispatch received in the office of
before daylight today. Passenopinion that as to the Judge and clerk the field division of the general land just
trains Numbers 3 and 104 were In
that
to
sign,
who are here offering
office here states that a Mr. Laird of ger
headend collisions.
subthey are heid in response to a
has been assigned' to
them Cheyenne, Wyo.,
hoard
this
of
requiring
poena
duty here.
to do that very thing, and therefore
Homestead Entries.
was appointed a notary public, by Govenmust
be
The following homestead entries ernor William J. Mills yesterday.
their application to sign
tertained and allowed by the board. were recorded in the iccal land office
Arrest at Punta do Agua.
Of course, their signature when ap- yesterday: ; Ralph W.
Alearine.
Word has been received here of the
and
statute,
Mountainatr; William H.: King,
arrest of Miguel Cajillo at Punta de
pended both under the
Saturated Candelario, Artaque; Agua, Torrance county, on a charge of
under the rule adopted by this board,
will he simply to the vote as gather-fro- Eduardo Gutierrez, Artaque; Elsie criminal assault, v The , arrest was
;
the tallies. Whether that Cummings, Tampacio.
made by John W. Collier, mounted poNotary Public
vote should be entered upon the cer-liceman of ., Estancla.
Cajillo ' was
D, A. Porte r&eld of . Albuquerque, bound over to the grand Jury.
tiflcate to advance of the .concursi
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(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, Dec. 22. Repubr
lican members of the ways and means
committee summoned by Representative Payne of New York, former chairman of the committee, began the preparation of a revised wool tarif!
schedule based' on the report of the
tariff board and the message of President Taft.
President Taft having pronounced
the report of the board as the most
scientific made on the nbject, administration and Republican leaders in
the House have determined to draft
a bill founded entirely on the data.
With this bill, they will go before
the country.
Republican members of the commit
tee who began work on the bill were.
Payne, of New York; Dalzell of Pennsylvania; McCall of Massachusetts;
Hill of Connecticut; Needham of Caliand
fornia; Fordney of Michigan,
Longworth of Ohio.
The President, it is said, will co
operate with the Republican members
in their work of drafting the bill, which
it is said, will give all branches in
the domestic wool industry the protection necessary to place them on an
equality with foreign branches.
Raw Wool to Be Protected.
Raw wool of the American Farmer
will be protected enough to keep out
cheap wool from Australia, Argentine
and other countries and the manufacturer will be protected in the same
way, the protection representing the
difference between the cost of raising and marketing here and abroad.
It is the purpose of the Republicans
to present their bill to the full ways
and means committee and urge the
Democrats to accept this.
This culmination probably will not

result, as the Democrats under the
leadership of Representative Underwood, intend to write their own bill,
Immediately after the holidays.

(By Special Leased Wire to Iew Mexican)
Teheran Persian, Dec. 22. The Persian cabinet has given to the Russian
verbal
minister, S. Peklevski-Kozlell- ,
assurances of its intention to comply
with the demands of the Russian ultimatum.
London, Dec. 22. The British foreign office shortly after noon received
official confirmation from the British
minister at Teheran that Persia had
yielded before the Russian threats
and had granted all the demands contained in the Russian ultimatum of
No. 29:
These included the dismissal of W. Morgan Shuster, the American who has been acting as Treas
of Persia since June last.
Details have not yet reached the
British government, but it is believed
in official circles that Russia's de
mand that the appointment of foreign
advisers to the Persian government
should hereafter be subject to Russian and British approval, has been
found with some slight modifications
agreeable to both parties.
Persia Concedes All Points.
St. Petersburg, Pa., Dec. 22. The
Persian charge d'affaires called officially at the foreign office today and
announced that Persia had yielded to
Russia's demand. In an audience with
M. Zazonoff, the foreign secretary, he
formally declared that Persia would
concede all points in the Russian ultimatum.
Russian Cossacks Defeat Persians.
St. Petersburg, Dec. 22. The fight
ing between the Russians and the Persians which was reported from Ta
briz yesterday lasted throughout the
day. The old citadel was bombarded.
The Russian consul general has sent
to headquarters at Resh for reinforcements in view of the danger to Russian subjects and the Russian property in the city.
The Russian Cossacks at Resh drove
the Persians out of their position after, considerable fightin-r- . It was found
that the Persians were armed with
Russian rifles.
urer-Gener-

Democratic Bill.
tin t tatisficg of
.They will comi)-K4- ;
the tariff board with figures of their
collection and probably will get it
Some difficulty
through the House.
may be encountered in the Senate,
however. Should the Democratic bill SANTO DOMINGO LOTTERY
SWINDLE UNCOVERED.
pass both Houses, the administration
leaders' will have their own bill on
which to make a campaign before the Extensive Sale of Tickets Took Place
at Kansas City and Throughout
people.
Middle
..

the

POSTAL TELEGRAPH WILL
ENTER TELEPHONE BUSINESS.
Considerable Reduction to Be Made in
Long Distance Rates on
Pacific Coast.

West

(By Special leased Wire to New Mexican)
Kansas City, Dec. 22. Through the
arrest of a woman shoplifter here today, the police say they have learned
of the extensive sale of Santo Domin
go lottery tickets in Kansas City and
throughout the middfa weit. Fre
mont Weeks, an employe of an express
company, is being held by the federal
authorities as the Kansas City agent
of the lottery.
Cash prizes of about $40,000 are
said to have been offered by one company involved In the disclosures made
today. The same promoters, It is believed are conducting several other lotteries of equal proportions.
The disclosure came about through
the arrest of a woman giving the name
of Mrs. Olla Weeks. The police,
searching Mrs. Week's apartments,
said they discovered hundreds of lot
tery tickets in a suit case. The wom
an's husband, Fremont Weeks, was
then arrested and turned over to a

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
San Francisco, Dec. 22. Confirmation was given today to reports that
the Postal Telegraph Company would
enter the telephone field.
Preparations, it is said, were begun
six months ago for thia service, by the
leasing of wires or agreements for an
exchange of traffic with independent
companies operating on the Pacific
coast.
Radical reductions from
present
rates are planned," according to the
Postal officials.
From San Francisco to Sacramento
the rate will be 25 cents for ten min
utes; from San Francisco to Reno 50
cents for the first minute; from San
Francisco to Salt Lake City $1.50 for
United States marshal.
five minutes. From Salt Lake to Reno
first
be
the
will
$1.00 for
the charge
HANDS
minute; from Salt Lake to Sacramen- SUPREME COURT
DOWN MORE DECISIONS.
to $1.35.

J. G. Blake, general superintendent
for the Pacific division of the Postal Lincoln County Cases Are Affirmed
Other Opinions Are Also
Telegraph Company stated today that
Affirmed.
the company's plans for telephone
The territorial supreme court this
service through the coast region were
rapidly nearlng completion and that afternoon affirmed all of the Lincoln
the service would be Inaugurated at county seat cases, six: in number.
It affirmed the damage case of
an early date.
Harry Slocum Friday by his next
friend John H. Friday, appellee, vs.
THREE CELEBRITIES JOIN
THE SILENT THRONG, The Santa Fe Central Railway Company, from Santa -- e county. Friday
President of Ecuador Dies Suddenly at was given damages for injuries in an
accident which he ascribed to a defect
Midnight Margaret Horton
Potter Black is Dead.
in equipment of a car.
It affirmed George A. Davidson,
(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican i appellee, vs. Malcom Trapp,
Chicago, Dec. 22. Margaret Horton
Etta Owens, et al, defendPotter Black, novelist, died suddenly ants, appellants, vs. Citizens' Nationat her apartments here today from al Bank of Roswell, appellees.
heart disease.
The court also affirmed Territory,
Dr.ciH.nt Estrada Dies at Midniaht
lant.
Ouavaauil. Ecuador. Dec. 22. EmI- In Tina Haffner Retsch, appellee,
lio Estrada, president of the republic
vs. A. B. Renehan, appellant, from
of Ecuador, died here, suddenly at
Santa Fe county, recently decided, a
midnight.
motion for a rehearing was overruled.
French
Claims
Death
Surgeon.
Paris, Dec. 22. Professor Odilon WRIGHT LORIMER, FAMOUS
the celebrate
Marc Lanneloneue,
ACTOR, COMMITS SUICIDE
surgeon, is dead, aged 70 years.
MHS
Author of and Star In "The Shepherd
MEXICO SHAKEN UP BY
King," Ends Life by Inhaling
ANOTHER EARTHQUAKE.
Gas at Chicago Home.
to New Mexican )
Shock Lasted One Minute, Was of (By Special Leased wire
New York, Dec. 22. Wright Lort
and
No
Moderate
r
Intensity
mer, the well known actor, commitLoss of Life Occurred.
New
to
Mexican' ted suicide today by inhaling gas at
(Bv Special Laed Win
Mexico City, Mex., Dec. 22. An his home here. Lorimer was 38 years
-earthquake of moderate' Intensity oc- old, and began his tage career in Chicurred here at 6:15 today. The shock cago several years ago.
He was Ik st known in the produc
lasted about one minute. . No loss
of life or damage to property is re tion of "The Shepherd King," whlcn
Ue wrote with Arnold Reeves.
ported.
appel-plaintif-

,mmmm

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Aew York, N. Y., Dec. 22. One of
the greatest slumps In Immigration
ever recorded at the port of New
York is being written into the records
at Ellis Island during the closing days
of the year.
the records
Already
show that nearly 300,000 fewer immi
grants have landed there up to the
present time, than the corresponding
period in 1910, and indications are.
Commissioner Williams states, that
there will be a reduction of thirty
per cent or more from 1910 figures
for the year. The increasing tide of
humanity is lower now that at any
time since 1908.
INDIANAPOLIS GRAND JURY
ADJOURNS FOR HOLIDAYS.
Detective Foster Examined as to Ex
plosions Caused at
Works In the Country.
Non-Unio- n

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Indianapolis, Ind., Dec. 22. The
grand jury today examined Detective
Foster, who was employed by the National Erectors Association to find
out who perpetrated the explosions,
and his appearance indicated the government was taking up the evidence
furnished by contractors whose prop
erty was destroyed.
Foster visited the iron workers'
headquarters several weeks ago, taking away papers supposed to show
what correspondence John J. McNa-mara- ,

(Bv Special Leaned Vrire to New Mexican
New York, N. Y., Dec. 22. JacK
Johnson set foot on American soil
again today. A crowd of the champion's friends were at the dock, and
received him with applause.
The big prizefighter's first words
phrased an energetic denial of the reports that he had retired from the
ring. He proceeded to state that he
was willing and anxious to defend his
championship against any man in the
world.
His Price Is $30,000.
"Ail I want is my price," he Baid.
"If any club will hang up a purse of
$30,000, I'll fight any man living. I'm
afraid of no one, but I will never
fight again unless I get my price."
In Fine Condition.
When told that reports from the
other side of the Atlantic said he was
not in condition and weighed more
than 300 pounds, Johnson flung back
his coat, stuck out Lis chest and exclaimed: "I'va lived a quiet life while
abroad. All that talk about my rampages in France and England is rot
I'm in fine condition and weigh no
more than 235 pounds." He then proceeded to a scale and stepped on to
it. The beam registered 233 pounds.
Made Money in Europe.
When told that reports said he had
squandered all his money in Europe
and was "broke," Johnson broadened
his smile and said:
Broke, Oh, I
guest not! I have more money than
when I left here. I made a lot of
money abroad and could have made
more. I left many contracts unfilled
over there."
Has an English Valet.
He brought with him a new racing
automobile and an English valet.

the secretary-treasurehad
concerning the dynamite plots.
Meantime, it was learned that the
agents of the Department of Justice
began seeking in other cities for correspondence sent from Indianapolis.
The federal grand jury will adjourn
until January 3.
NTERSTATE COMMISSION
Many witnesses 'n the East, and as
LAYS DOWN PRINCIPLE.
far west as the Pacific coast, were not
called because of the approach of the
It Cannot Equalize Economic Advan
holidays, but these are to be sumtages Nor Apportion Territory
Inmoned early
Januarys At the end
Upen
of January, District Attorney Miller
e
to New Mextran)
(By Special Leased
hopes the jury will reach a conclusion
Washington, D. C, Dec. 22. "Power
regarding the dynamite conspiracy.
has not been lodged with the Interstate Commerce Commission to equalMADAME LANGEVIN
ize economic advantages, to place one
WITHDRAWS CHARGES. market in
competition with another,
or to treat all railroads as a part of
She is Satisfied With Divorce From one
great whole, to apportion each
Celebrated Professor and
a certain territory or to require all to
of
Her
Children.
Custody
meet upon a common basis at all
This important principle
points."
Leased
Wire to New Mexican) was laid down
(By Special
by the commission to22.
The
Dec.
criminal charge
Paris,
in
the case of the Ashdeciding
day
brought against Professor Langevin
Fire Brick Company
by his wife, in which he was1 accused land (Ohio)
and
of harboring a woman not his wife in against the Southern Railway
his conjugal (Domicile,
was with many other railroads. The makers of
drawn today in the correctional court fire brick along the Ohio River urged
of the Seine on the motion of Maitre that their freight rates to cities in the
Coudry, the lawyer for Mme. Lange- South were unreasonable, compared
with the rates to the same destina
vin.
Maitre Coudry explained that Mme. tions from St. Louis and other points
satl-fleof manufacture. They were not sus
Langevin was completely
with the decision of the divorce court tained.
granting her separation from her husband and the custody of her four child- PLEAS OF GUILTY
r,

W-r-

ren.

BY STOCK

The name of Mme. Curie, which it
was alleged, was included in the
charge, was not brought up in the proceedings.

PROMOTER.

By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, Dec. 22. Pleas of guil
ty were made today by Shelton C.

Burr, president; Eugene H. Burr, sec
Charles H. Tobey,
AUSTRALIAN COAL TRUST
BARONS ARE FINED, vice president; and Edwin Wesley
Preston, an official of the Burr brothGet Off Comparatively Easy When the ers, incorporated, stock promoters.
Nature of Offense la
Their offices here were raided NovemConsidered.
ber 20, 1910, by the postal authorities,
the men being charged with using the
(By Special LeasedWlre to New Mexican) malls in a scheme to defraud inves
Sydney, Australia, Dec. 22. The tors.
prosecutions against the coal combine
American Public is Easy.
in which writs were served on Augus:
New York. Dec. 22. Between $40,- of
26, 1910, for breaches
the Australa 000,000 and $50,000,000 were obtained
sian anti-trulaw, resulted today in
Burr Brothers through its chain
each member of the trust being fined by
of worthless mining and oil stock, net
$2,500 by the federal court.
a
to the defendants of
was instituted ting profit
The prosecution
to $15,000,000 according to an
of
the combine announcement made
against the members
by the postal Infor keeping up the price of coal. The
who raided the establishment
spectors
court granted an injunction today on November 20, 1910.
against the combine "continuing their
retary-treasure-

r;

st

0

mjaopoly."
SON OF WEALTHY PARENTS
SENT TO PENITENTIARY,
'

It

Lewis

Merton.

Officer

in

German

Army Given Three Years for
Passing Forged Check.

(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
San Francisco, Dec. 22. Lewis Me

ton, said to be the son of wealthy
parents in Heidelberg, Germany, and
an officer of the German army, was
sentenced' to three years in San Quen-titoday for attempting to pass a
forged check on a local tourist agency.
SHELDON WILL GO
ON TOUR OF WORLD.

(Br Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Topeka, Kans., Dec. 22. Rev. Chas.
M. Sheldon, author of "Ia His Steps,'
and many other "books, today resigned
the pastorate of the Central Congre
gational Church of Toneka. which he
has held for twenty-thre- e
years. He
will devote himself to a tour of the
world, visiting missions and T. M.
C. A s.

COUNSEL FOR BEEF PACKERS
MAKE OPENING STATEMENTS.
By Special Leasetf Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, 111., Dec. 22. When the

trial of the indicted meat packers,
was resumed here today, the defend
ants' counsel continued the presentation of their opening statements to
the jury. The packers were Indicted
for alleged violations of the criminal
clause of the Sherman anti trust law.
Attorney M. W. Borders, presenting
the interests of Morris & Co., briefly
discussed the case of his clients.
RUSSIA TO RETALIATE
ON UNCLE SAM.
(By Special Leased Wire to Ne Mexican I
St. Petersburg, Dec. 22. A legislative proposal to provide r tariff
war schedules applicable to the United States at the expiration of the
treaty of commerce and
navigation of 1832 has been Introduced
Guch-kof- f
to the douma by

and others representing the Ocb
berist and Nationalist parties, which
control the majority of the Douma,

AGE TWO

The Little
Store
to the Front
:

READ for PROFIT
Ue for Remits
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS

Always

They work directly on the KIDNEYS,
BLADDER and URINARY PASSAGES,
and their beneficial effect is felt from the
start. For BACKACHE, KIDNJY ana
BLADDER TROUBLE, RHEUMATISM
CONGESTION of the KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of the BLADDER and
annoyingURINARY IRREGULARITIES
they exercise a permanent benefit.

Cooking and Baking Bags
WE HAVE THEM.
We'll have CHRISTMAS TURKEYS

for our Customers

TONIC IN ACTION

Bananas,
Grape Fruits,
Oranges,
Cranberries Plum Pudding, Nuts.
All

Kor sale

Holly and Wreaths.

Kinds of Vegetables.

Bouthern Corr.or Plaza,

Santa Fe. Telephone
WITH ALL CASH

hv

-

QUICK IN RESULTS

all druggists.

MAN ANOTHER CHANCE

INTER
WE
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GIVE THE
(Felipe J. Sandoval.)
The following poem was written by
Felipe Sandoval, a convict from San
Miguel county, who will got out or tne
penitentiary next month. The words
ring true and it is evident that he in
tends to "make good."

When the liberated convict bids adieu
to durance vile,
And passes through the quadroon with
smile,
an eighteen-kara- t
When he grabs his railroad ticket
with a mental song and dance,
Can't you break away a little? Give
the man a chance?

No. 40.
PURCHASES,

a
found by a patrolman, lyin
way, her face cut and her
ened. Her clothing was ot goou
ity but soiled and

Pie
thicken Pot
Favorite

V.;i:;-

iiu.

The Chef's

By Mrs. Janet McKenzie Hill, Editor of
the Boston Cooking School Magazine
Deserted on Wedding Anniversary.
Some folks think that only "colored
San Francisco, Dec. 22. Charging
can cook chicken, but atrial
that his wife had deserted him on the mammies"
of
famous chicken
pie disproves
first anniversary of their wedding and thatthisassertion. Every pot
member of the
had
he
taken with her $1,900, which
family will thoroughly enjoy it.
withdrawn from a local bank the even-inprevious, W. F. Smith, a railroad
employe, yesterday swore to complaint
accusing Ruth C. Smith, formerly of
Denver, with grand larceny.
g

School Girl Commits Suicide.
New York Dec. 22. Fannie Piatt
Van Cott, a pretty
girl of
good family, borrowed a glass from
her teacher and went into the lavatory at a girls' high school in Brooklyn. Ten minutes later a teacher
found her dead, the empty glass beside her. A
bottle, which
had contained some liquid, lay in a
basin nearby.

C Chicken Pot Pie, Baked Dumplings
One fowl cut in joints; M cup four;
Yz teaspoon id salt; black pepper,
2cups
H

flour; 3 level teaspoonfuls K C Baking
Poivder, yi teaspoonful salt; 'A cup
shortening; milk or cream.
Cover the fowl with boiling water and
1 et simmer until tender, then remove to a
cup flour, salt
bakius dish. Mix the
and black pepper with cold water to a
smooth paste and use to thicken the
broth. Remove the fat from the top of
the broth if necessary before adding the
Pour this gravy over the
thickening.
refowl, until it is nearly covered, and toserve the rest to serve apart. Sift
salt,
gether the flour, baking powder and
three times; into this work the shortento make a
ing and use cream orformilk
biscuits. Put
dough, less stiff than
this by spoonfuls over the fowl in the
dish, which it should rest upon and
3a
completely cover. Let bake about
minutes.

one-ounc- e

Killed Wife and Himself.
Los Angeles, Cal., Dec. 22. Summoning his wife, Mrs. Sophia Geha,
from whom he had been separated
WE DO NOT DO "SHARP PRACTICE" WITH THOSE WHO BUY
some time, to the home of a customer
CUTLERY AND HARDWARE FROM US.
whom neither had known before, Jos
HARDWARE
OF
OF COURSE, WE KNOW WHICH BRANDS
eph Geha, a dealer in Oriental rugs
WEAR THE BEST. THESE WE SELL.
When libertv has met him on the and laces, shot her and then commitWE STAND BEHIND EVERYTHING WE SELL. AND MAKE
ted suicide. Mrs. Geha died a short
rocky road of time,
DON'T DO THIS OFTEN
GOOD IF ANYTHING GOES WRONG. WE
has
that
And whispers of a future
time later.
BECAUSE WE HAVE LONG SINCE CUT OUT ALL LINES OF
We carry the best of Imported Goods.
naught to do with crime,
GOODS THAT DID NOT STAND THE TEST.
Our Bakery is always going. Fresh
Don't throw the icebeTg shoulder, nor
Quarrel Results in Murder,
Bread and Cakes every day
the cold, suspicious glance,
Wood-Davi- s
When young, tender chickens are scarce, this
Boulder, Colo., Dec. 22. William
old
satisfactory way of servme
Perhaps the man is human let him Blashford, the mine guard who was presents a most
manner is
this
in
or
lamb
Veal
owl3.
prepared
f
If Its Hardware We Have It
have another chance.
Phone 14
Phone 14.
when served as a stew.
shot in a quarrel with William Ad- more
on Thursday and
nppetizine than
Delicious Cream
,.
in q r.thr delicious recipes in
ams
at
Monarch
the
be
miles
ten
which
may
of
a
mine,
K C Cook's Book, copy
When his honest resolutions seem in- south of Boulder, died at the Univer- the
certificate
secured free by sending the colored
can of K C Baking Pow- - '
clined to "hold their own,"
in the
packed
His
ot
who
lives
hospital.
sity
wife,
Mfo.
Chicago.
Co.,
the
to
der
Jauues
Phone, 19 Black.
in
of
courage
Can't you drop a word
Tenth and Lawrence streets, Denver,
a cheerful, friendly tone?
has been notified.
Adams
was
r
mm
i
The word may put no money in the
in.
Several sped- ip
jTjjQj-ibrought to the county jail in this city of the commissioners.
of
his
pants,
pockets
made
are
Vetter,
fic
against
from
charges
He refuses to make
Superior.
But it tells him you are willing he
any statement concerning the trouble. among them that the commissary deshould have another chance.
partment of the city handled the poHandsome"
Handsome
ker chips and took care of the "kitty."
Head-OCollision at Isleta.
When the odds are all against him
is
that
further
It
employes,
alleged
Santa Fe eastbound passenger train
and the goal is just In sight,
in
by south- who owed gambling debts incurred
And you see him struggle onward, try- No. 8 was struck head-oXMAS
to
forced
were
these
cut-of- f
games
bound
XMASj
poker
waNo.
train
811
at
the
ing hard to win the fight.
before
them
pay
received,
ter
they
at
tank
Isleta, with the result that
When he puts his past behind him,
,
don't discourage him with cant s H. T. Patchin, a mail clerk, on No. their pay checks.
Give 811 was injured and rendered unable
Sole Agent For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
He is not beyond redemption!
to continue his run to Clovis, and the No Club Life in Denver High School.
the man another chance!
The nineteen pupils in the Denver
ALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulkand pack rg
engines of both trains were reduce'',
He has labored long and faithful when to scrap iron. Both engines crews high schools, who were suspended1
last week for belonging to fraternities,
.
never came,
a pay-daescaped injury.
Fe
house in
The only exclusive
disguised as clubs, will be reinstated
And he thought he saw his finish in an
after the holidays, according to a reso
Sleeping Off Nervous Prostration.
everlasting shame,
IS AT OUR STORE. COME
David H. Staley, state railroad lution passed by the board of educaBut reason turned the searchlight on
tion. Although the boys will be readAND SELECT YOUR GIFTS.
commissioner of Colorado, who last
despair's dark, grim advance,
a winner, If Friday was placed in a lethargic sleep mitted to classes, and will be presentA LARGE SUPPLY AT
Phone Black And he'll surely provea CHANCE!
hone Black
ed with diplomas
upon graduation,
man
the
SMALL COST.
induced by drugs in an effort to cure
you give
nervous disorders, is showing marked they will be barred from joining any
Santa Fe, New Mex.
Phone 6619 Black.
their
social organizations during
At the Dr. Lida B. Rus- - school
improvement.
career, or of participating in
sen
sanatorium at Denver, it was
commencement exercises. By its
AROUND THE STATE
stated that the treatment appears to any
action last night the board of educabe effective. Yesterday was the sixth
tion emphatically set its disapproval
day that the patient has been under upon the clubs which have sprung up
Died Suddenly.
influence
the
of drugs.
in the high schools to replace the fraMrs. Grace Kirster, wife of Frank
ternities and sororities which flourish; : WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
suddendied
of
Albuquerque,
Kirster,
Vandals mutilate Famous Picture.
until they were stamped out.
ed
ly of heart failure.
D.
22.
Dec.
Van
Washington,
C,
dais entered the capital and mutilated
White Buys 5,000 Sheep.
"The Battle of Lake Erie," the largest
More people suffer from the poisons
G. F. Billings delivered 5,000 sheep canvas of the collection of paintings in headache pills and powders than
sevento Walter T. White at his ranch
which adorn the walls of the corridors suffer from original headache. The
miles northeast of Roswell. and stairways. A strip two feet long mistake is aiming at your head when
ty-two
The price paid was $14,000.
and three inches wide was cu; from it is your stomach that is at fault. Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
WATCH FOR BIG AD
the lower left hand corner. This strip Stomach trouble brings your head and
KAUNE j& CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
was found close Ty on the floor. It can your stomach close together; and that
Times.
Married Seventy-Fiv- e
Cel-smakes your headach.
New York, Dec. 22. The police are be replaced.
keeps
and
down
head up.
stomach
bridal
your
a
your
for
thrifty
today
searching
Cel-sFlays Foreign Education-Washingtosettles stomach troubles; and
couple who have been married at least
D. C, Dec. 22. Sena- does not contain anty poison. 10 and
seventy-fiv- e
times, each ceremony tor
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
criticized those Americans 25c at The Capital Pharmacy.
costing an unsuspecting clergyman $10. who Baileyabroad for
when
go
education,
The Capital Pharmacy will refund
Every minister who smiled over
Improved aod unimproved City Property, Orchards
them and bade them good fortune and the Senate was asked by Senator Root your purchase price if it fails to do all
to
a
authorizing the Ameri we claim. Is this fair?
success, is the possessor of a $20 canpass bill at
and Rsncles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Rome to accept a
academy
check for which he gave $10 in
Now on the floor of the Sante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
in theEspanoIa Valley with the Very Best of water rights
Ranches
Alfalfa
donateld
late
the
$20(1000
vjlla
by
The checks were bad. It
change.
The bill, whict
S PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND IS is an entirely new swindle and was Clara J. Heyland.
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesoque at a Bargain.y ,,,
was finally passed, involved the spendONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF
apparently worked with the greatest
ing of no public money.
ease. '
Modern Residences for Rcnt.
,
ARD-LAN
For Best Laundry Work
Coal Dealer Deserts His Bride.
shipments for Holiday Trade. Place your
ordering in car-loConsiderable mysteTy surrounds the
Engine Overturns Killing Crew.
103
rder now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
Amarillo, Texas, Dec. 22 Engineer disappearance of John T. Goan at BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
j
Ave.
New
of
Mexico
hundreds
our terms have satisfied
C. T. Callahan and Fireman S. C. Wil- Denver.
He .has been married less
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
and Arizona purchasers.
liams of Amarillo, were killed when than six ' weeks and spent Tuesday
a locomotive carrying a snow shovel in collecting coal bills, having more
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.
crew on the Fort Worth and Denver than $100 in his pockets when he was
at O. K. Barber Shop
railroad overturned, thirty miles north last seen. Since then neither his Agency
A DMADH A
Mrs. F. O. Brown, Agent.
I900
Established
rv
v.
of here.
have
i
relatives
bride nor his other
Aft D
rifc LINDEMANN CO.
Albuqurque, New Mexico
seen or heard from him. Goan Is a Phone Red No. 23.
Phone, Red No. 23
and Stout
coal dealer at Twelfth
RATON
E. M. Lehnor, Expert German Piano Tuner.
Recruits for Philippines.
A special train running on the time streets, and his resided at 1440 Gala-pagYANKEE
street.
of second No. 3, the California limCERRILLOS
KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS
FOR
ited, carrying 250 soldiers to the PaSocialist Official to Be Recalled.
cific coast, passed through lamy yesHUBB'S LAUNDRY,
Anthracite Goal all Sizes, Smithirsr Goal. Steam Coal.
Grand Junction, Colo., Dec. 22, So- Phone us, we will be glad to call for
terday. All of the men were recruits
Sawed Wood aod Kindling
B.
from, Columbus, O., and were 'anas- cialists have made charges that
your laundry on Mondays and Tueshas
of
commissioner
water,
W.
for
bound
are
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
the
Vetter,
signed. They
days and deliver on Thursdays and
permitted gambling on the Kannah Fridays.
85
Telephone
Telephone 85
Creek water system and himself pap
All work is guaranteed; your socks
deBusinessman Kills Himself.
ticipated in poker games. They
are mended and buttons sewed en
Spokane, Wash., Dec. 22. Worried clare that they will at once begin the your shirts without extra charge.
recall
the
a
of
for
circulation
a
petition
over the responsibility incident to
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
verdict in a personal injury case,.
HOW'S THIS?
Charles F. Newman shot and killed
R. H. STOLLE, Agent.
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
himself. He was found by his wife
cansitting in a chair by the bedside, with ward for any case of Catarrh that
a bullet wound just back ot his tem- not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
'
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
ple.
333 HICKOX STREET,
Near Union Depot
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
We, the undersigned, have known F,
J. Cheney for the last, 15 years, and be
Drink Drags Down he Highest.
PHONE, RED 100.
La Salle Restaucant
New York, Dec. 22. An elderly lieve him perfectly honorable In all
woman, who is under arrest here business transactions and financially
CHAS.GANN, Prop.'
charged with intoxication, is said by able to carry out any obligations made
in
of
Telephone II.
his
firm.
the police to be the Countess von by
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
d
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
Blucher, wife of the late Count
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O, Regular Meals 25 cents.
Frederick Ludwig Adam von BluRooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Is taken Inter
cher of Prussia, a descendant of the
For hire at popular prteea Suiglei and saddle herns,
Short Orders at All Hours.
great Blucher of Waterloo fame. He nally, acting directly upon the blood
was a graduate of Heidelberg and and mucous surfaces of the system.
:
CHICK'S HACK
THEODORE COMICI,
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
served as an officer in the Franco-Prussia- n Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
Phone Blaok
French Noodle Order 20c a dlsn,
Ion Caspar Avenue
war. He died In New York per bottle. Sold by all Druggists,
New York Chop Suey 50c.
a year ago last May. The woman was pation.
GIVE

REGISTER

TICKETS

The Delicatessen Store

:::::

J

Puffs

Hardware Co.

Saturday

LOUIS NAPOLEON

FRANK F. GORMLEY,
j ni.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

n

n

Flour Hav. Grain. Potatoes and Salt.
,

GIFTS

GIFTS

Santa

grain

LEO HERSCH

45

y

.

SANTA CLAUS

45

.

Why Import Mineral Water ?

Specials ALE
at

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

o

ou are requested to call and see and

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

o

hear the beautiful tone

JESSE FRENCH PIANO
LEARN

I

PHP CAIC
rUu 3A1X

Imperial Laundry

N COMPANY

N DEM

ad

Ii

m

o

R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD

F. M. JONES.

W

3oal

Weed

WHOLESALE
RETAIL

Screened

LIVERY STABLE

"The Quality Coal."

Fir.e Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Caii up

Geb-har-

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE

tnf.

)

'Phone 9

When Heed Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES

lit

Lump

f"SV7K2?J

DAWSON COAL

UE

Palace

RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSSON
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Christmas Shopping Day Left

One More

Only

SELIGMAN BROTHERS COMPANY
Wish You AM a foyM YttletMe 8

The Toyland is Loaded
With Bargains

Do Not Take Our Word For

It-B-

Ti

ut

.

MEIERS

SUPREM E

Over
W. L. DeCLOW,

OF THE FIRST

COURT OPINIONS

Give Us a Trial

America's Largest Horse and Jack Importer, Removing His Business to New Mexico.

STATE LEGISLATURE

Both However Adhere to Decisions on Former Hearing of Appeals.

that our

work cannot be equalled for we are
practical tailors. We do the work ourselves and you benefit by it

One trial will prove

Look Them

The sale will end this week with a general clean-u- p on
air the HOLIDAY LINES. Visit the store and look over
the large stock of Christmas Specialties.

REHEARINGSJIENEED IN CASES

Jr.

Fine

the

( wp

Clothes

suchasyou

We have

is made by
Experts

wj

in Their

Them.

Line.

NOTE OUR PRICES
and come to see

US

before you order you suit,

FOR LADIES

FOR GENTS

$25.00

$20.00

UP

UP

VJLV

Tvliy

ORDER
CHANCE-W-

YOUR MATERIAL

OUT
HEN

OF

A
YOU

SAMPLE
CAN

BOOK

COME

TO

AND

TAKE

A

SELECT

US

SEE THE GARMENT WHILE IT IS BEING MADE

UP AND BE PROTECTED

BY OUR GUARANTEED

FIT.

:

:

:

:

Tailor Q
Capital
SYUFY & YOUNG
.

253 San Francisco Street,

::

In the District Court,
Territory ot New Mexico,
County of Santa Fe.
Independent Steel & Wire Company,
Plaintiff,
vs.
No. 6566
New Mexico Central Railroad Company,

Defendant
To Whom

It

May Concern:

SANTA FE, NEW

MEXICO

THEY ALL DEMAND IT.

Santa Fe, Like Every City and Town
in the Union Receives It
People with kidney Ills want to be
cured. When one suffers the tortures
of an aching back, relief is eagerly
sought for. There are many remedies
today that relieve, but do not cure.
Doan's Kidney Pills have cured thousands.
Here is Santa Fe evidence
to prove it:
Lino Romero, Palace Ave., Santa
Fe, N. Mex., says: "I know that Doan'
Kidney Pills live up to the clainu
made for them. If I were not con
fident of th fact, I could never been
induced to give this medicine my en
dorsement
There was a dull ache
in the small of my back that bothered
me and often I was obliged to lay off
from work for two or three days.
Doan's Kidney Pills brought me en
tire relief and the few. slight attacks
of backache I have had since then
have quickly yielded to the remedy."
Mr. Romero gave the above testi
monial In January, 1907, and when
mterviewed on June 6, 1909, he said:
I can speak as highly ot Doan's Kid
ney Pills today as when I endorsed
them two and a half years ago. This
remedy has always benefitted me
when I have used it."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60

Especially the creditors of the defendant railroad company, and all
parties interested therein.
In pursuance of an order ot court
made in the above entitled cause on
the 1st day of December, 1911, notice
Is hereby given that there was filed
in the office of the Clerk of the District Court within and for Santa Fe
County, on the 1st day of December,
1911, an itemised account of all
moneys received from the operation
of said railroad and from all other
sources and of all disbursements made,
by the undersigned as Receiver, from
January 1st, 1911 to June 30th, 1911,
both inclusive; that the undersigned
Receiver will, on the 4th day of January, 1912 at the Court House in the
City of Santa Fe, New Mexico, ask
the Court to approve said account;
and that exceptions to the approval
ot said account, if the seme are to
be heard by the court, shall be made
In writing and specify the particular
Fostes-Mllbur-n
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
Item, or items, In said account to
States.
' which
Is
be
tiled
and
objection
made,
'
Remember the name Doan's and
with the Clerk of the District Court
no other.
wherein said cause Is pending on or take
before the 30th day ot December,
Let Him Know it It you are out ol
1911.
a position, you must let the employer
CHARLES C. MURRAY,
Receiver of New Mexico Central know it. A want advertisement in the
New Mexican will reach every busi
Railroad Company.
ness and professional man In the city
and a great many in the
to
vou
Haw
purnlehocrnooms nantf and county
territory, if yon have any special tal
A little campaign Want advertising ent,
do not aide It under a buanei.
i. th K Mexican will keen the In
come from your furnished rooms tram
Are You a SellerT ab, advertise
lapsing. The classified column an ment In the classified columns of the
will
and
it
always looked up closely
New Mexican will put your real estate
pay you wall to us warn.
on 'he market effectively. It will put
tiw 'ife Mexican Wont Ad. It the tacts of your property before th
eye ot all possible tayetsv ;
brings ma .

v'

Wells Fargo & Co. Express

The territorial supreme court handed down the following opinions:
Case 1425, Gorge A. Davidson,
plaintiff, Etta Owens, defendant, appellees, vs. Citizens National Bank,
defendant, appellants. Appeal from
the District Couit of Chaves county.
Cause affirmed. Opinion by Associate
Justice C. J. Roberts.
In this case the statement of facts
are as follows: "This cause of action was before this court upon practically the same record, and upon the

Garment

M

Big Cities.

Forenoon.

Art. Every

t

see in the

Busi-

I

la, to Albuquerque,
each, and can reach other points at corresponding rates.

Another Session of Supreme
Bench Scheduled for This

ness an

lM

can only

I

can ship Jacks from Cedar Rap-IdN. M., for $55 each, to Phoenix, Ariz., for $104

jacks at lower rates than ever before.

We make

Imported

.1 am
arranging to change my business location from Cedar;
Rapids, la., to El Paso, Tex., or some desirable point near by. I am
shipping 30 Imported Stallions and Mammoth Jacks on January 15,
1912, being my first consignment. I would like to correspond with
all stockmen who are in need of Stallions, Jacks or Full Blood
Mares. I can also furnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls
and Registered Shropshrire Bucks at very reasonable prices. Please
write me. If not in need yourself, please tell your neighbors.
W. DeCLOW.
Cedar Rapids Jack and Stallion Importing Farm, Cedar Rapids, la
can ship
I have
recently secured a special rate by express by which

former hearing the case was reversed
vith instructions to the lower court
to reinstate the cause and proceed in
accortjance with the vievsi therein
expressed (15 N.. M. 6S0). Upon the
second trial of the cause in the court
below no new pleadings or amendments! to the pleadings were made and
no additional evidence was introduced.
The court below, in accordance with
the mandate of this court, made finding
cf facts and conclusions of law and
entered Judgment for the appellees,
from which judgment this appeal is
prosecuted."
The opinion says in part: "Upon
the second appeal we are limited to
a consideration of but one question,
viz., did the lower court reach Its final
decree in due pursuance of the previous opinion and mandate of this
court?"
The opinion goes on to say that a
new proposition was presented in the
case, but that the court could not consider it as it is' against the settled
law of New Mexico, "that a decision
in a prior appeal is the law of the
case and that upon a subsequent appeal nothing is before the court for
revision but the proceedings subse
quent to the mandate."
In support of this opinion the court
cited the following precedents: Unit
ed States vs. Camou, 1S4 U. S. 572;
Barnett vs. Barnett, 9 N. M. 205;

o

TO

5

All Parts of The World
and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells
Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
Checks and Foreign Money Orders

Save Money
Payable
Throughout

H. Tucker, is a young busiwho in partnership with R.

George
nessman,
C. Faulkner, conducts a grocery and
general merchandi.e establishment at
Sierra
the mining camp of Chloride,

county. Mr. Tucker is also interested
in mining and other enterprises, and
will prove himself a valuable member
of the minority in the legislative
House.

DEATH OF THOMAS BROWN
AT FRANKLIN, PENNSYLVANIA.

SOUTHWESTERN GOOD ROADS
CONVENTION AT PHOENIX.

He

Was Part Owner of Tom Payne Government Will Be Asked to Aid
Mine In Cerrillos District and
Constructing Coast to Coast
Also of Smelter.
Highway.

The Franklin, Pa., News brings fur-ther particulars of the death of '
Thomas Brown, who had extensive
mining and smelter interests in Santa
Fe county. It says:
"Thomas Brown, aged 70 years, one
of Franklin's most substantial
and
1

citizens, died at 1:30 oolock
Saturday afternoon at his home, 1432

best-like-

d

Phoenix,

Ariz., Dec. 22.

8tockard-Whlt- e

Buy Cattle.

j

Jt

j

J. D. BARNES, Agent.

Greetings

Delegates

representing California, New Mexico
and Arizona gathered in the assembly
legislative hall here and organized
the
transcontinental
highway association. Governor Sloan
of Arizona, who first issued the call
for the meeting, called the body to
order. General sentiment among the
delegates was that the government
could be induced to aid in the transcontinental highway project.
These officers were eleeted: President, J. S. M.tchell, Los Angeles; secretary, J. S. Conway, Los Angeles;
reasurer, A. W. Ballard, Phoenix;
vice president for California; A. G.
Spalding, San Diego; vice president
ocean-to-ocea-

n
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4HOURS

and all Foreign
Countries

in

HE WAY TO
BE Happy is to

Make others Happy.

Give
Useful
tit,

James W. Stockard and J. Phelps PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAY3.
White of Roswell, have bought 648
Your druggist will refund money if
head of cows from
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
company of El Paso, and they are now case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
Out 'n the Hagerman pasture.
'Protracting Piles in 8 to 14 days. 50c.

Presents
COMFY SLIPPERS for

he who knows a pair
of our fine, Nobby New
Shoes, or some beautiful
Silk Hose. These are

the things that will
bring gladness to the
heart of every recipient,

and you will long be
remembered for your
liberality.
Our stock is very

Xmas Gloves and Hosiery
So we take pleasure In Inviting you to call and Inspect out .
line of roods for yourself.
Shoes bought s for ' presents
,
will be gladly exchanged after
the holidays.

,,.
i

'

Where
Quality

meets
Price

ehn9flueqer

Clay-Robins-

4,

ex-

In fact, we
tensive.
have an appropriate
style for every member
of the family for any
occasion. Don't fail to
see our line of

;

.

S., Canada, Mexico

'

.

w.

U.

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
GEORGE H. TUCKER,
Member of the House From Sierra County.

Liberty street, after an illness of less
than three days. He was seized with
Crary vs. Field, 10 N. M. 257. Espe- hemorrhage of the bowels on Wednescial attention was drawn to the Ne
day night and although the members
braska case Hastings vs. Foxworthy of the
family were aware of his seriin 34 L. R. A. 321.
ous condition, they felt encouraged at
In summing up at the close the opin noon
Saturday. Shortly after that
ion says:
he suffered another
'The former decision of this case time, however,which resulted in his
hemorrhage,
whether
law
in
the
the
case,
being
for New Mexico, D. B. Sellers, Albudeath.
right or wrong, this court is bound to
querque. An executive committee ot
was
Brown
"Mr.
born
con1841,
12,
April
adhere to it so far as this case is
from each state and a legislacerned and the cause will therefore be in Wyoming county, N. Y., and later threecommittee
of five members from
located in Erie. He and a brother es- tive
affirmed."
tablished the Star Oil Works, with each state were named by President
Bank of Commerce vs. Broyles.
Case 1248. Bank of Commerce, appel headquarters in Erie and a branch in Mitchell. Santa Fe, N. M., was chosen as the next meeting place.
lee, vs. Jasper N. Broyles, et al, ap- Buffalo. When the Standard Oil ComAsabsorbed
in
refineries
on
many
pany
by
rehearing
Opinion
pellants.
sociate Justice A. J. Wright. Except western Pennsylvania, Mr. Brown was CIRCULAR LETTER TO
as modified the original opinion is given general oversight of all of them.
SANTA FE COUNTY TEACHERS.
adhered to. The case is reported in In such capacity he rebuilt the
15 N. M. 470, and was an action Eclipse refinery here and for many ..Dear Friends:
This office is in rebrought under the federal bank years had supervision over it, though ceipt of notice from the Department
ruptcy act, involving the question of retaining his residence 'n Erie. About of Education, to the effect, that the
years ago Mr. Brown re- date." set for the holding of the Midpreference of creditors. A payment twenty-fiv- e
of $2,283.45 on a note by Broyles to linquished charge of he Eclipse. Fif winter regular examination of teachthe Bank of Commerce was in ques teen years ago he took up his resi- ers, are Friday and Saturday, January
tion. The court decided that the bank dence in Franklin and since that 12th and. 13th, 1912.
had no right to this preference.
time had been at the head of the
Special attention is called to the
Rehearing Denied.
barrel and claims department fact that those who hold certificates
freight,
Case 1400, Territory of New Mexi of the Galena-Signa- l
Oil Company, a which expire in the middle of January
co, appellee, vs. Jim Walker, appel position of much importance and re or near that date are required to take
lant, ot Chaves county, motion for sponsibility.
the examinations for new certificates,
rehearing denied.
1865 Mr. Brown was married to and all those who hold permits, must
"In
Case 1397, W. D. McBee, appellee,
not only take the examination, but sevs. Pat O'Connell et" al., appellants, Gertrude Goodrich, of Erie, who, to- cure
regular certificates to draw reguthe
with
following children,
of Curry county, motion for rehear- gether
Mrs. Mary B. Germer,
of lar pay after January 15th, 1912. All
survives:
denied.
ing
who take the examination must pay
After a formal meeting at 2 o'clocs New York, and L. G. and Thomas M. the Institute Fee of $2, which is the
of
both
Franklin.
Brown,
in the afternoon the court adjourned
fee charged in this county.
"Although a nan of retiring dispo- regular
until 9 o'clock this morning.
will begin Friday
The
examinations
sition, one who did not participate
8 o'clock, January 12th,
much in public affairs, Mr. Browta will morning at
' Lynch Given V'ork.
and will be in session for two days.
James O. Lynch, found guilty of the be greatly missed in Franklin. He Those applying for first and second
and
took
murder of City Marshal Roy Woofter possessed generoa Impulses
certificates will be required to
at Roswell, and who is now confined a wholesome interest in affairs per- grade
attend both days. Those applying for
in the penitentiary at Santa Fe pend- taining, to the welfare of his fellow third grade certificates will only have,
ing appeal, has suffered much from men. He was essentially a man of to be in attendance on Saturday.
asked the home, however, and meaningless
the confinement, and has
The examinations will be held in
for work. He ha been placed ln the are words that attempt to describe the office of County School Superln-- '
the loss that the family has sustained. tendent. In the Santa Fe county court
;
laundry department.
Mr. Brown was a member of the Mil- house in this
:v
city.
ler Bible Class.
With best wishes for a Merry Christ"The funeral services were held at mas and a Most Happy New Year,
Relieves CATARRH of the residence at 2 o'clock on Tuesday
I 'remain, Bincerely yours,
!
the
afternoon. The interment in the
JOHN V. CONWAY,
I
BLADDER ; Franklin cemetery.
.
County School Superintendent.
u Hi
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DECLINE OF THE MUCKRAKER.
Whenever an ambitious nolitician
finds himself outside of his party's

Cla

Matt er at the

tion.

Saau F. Pc.toflteT

j)ally, .be month, by mail.
per aionth, by carrier.,.
wkly, aix months
per month, by mail....!.
5 Weekly, rer year
per year, by mail
7.00 Weekly, per quarter

carrier......

.25
.76

. 3.60

. 1.00
. 2.00
. .50

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico.
It 1 tent to
tvery poBtotflce In the Territory, and hag a laree and
growing circulation
iiaor
the Intelligent and progress!? e people of the Southwest

ice new

-

UNCLE SAM TAKES THE LEAD.
WHO IS HURT?
Uncle Sam is taking the lead in
Regarding the difficulties being
stamping out the Red Light although experienced by the great transporta- he must do so Indirectly owing to ti.on
corporations of the United
siate ,sovereignty. He is doing it in States in
securing new funds from
the shape of the enforcement of the
private investors with which to ene
Slave Act.
In many large the scope of their operations,
peaces, the Red Light can be main- Interstate Commerce Commissioner
tained only by importing from other
said in a recent address:
states the unfortunates that it slays. Prouty
'
"The
Interstate Commerce CommisHere is where Uncle Sam puts forth
his efforts to choke off the iniquitous sion can provide by legislation the
traffic. Is it not up to every law abid sort of cars which a railroad shall Use
and the rates it shall impose: It can
ing, decent community, to help Uncle
not, by legislation, force one single
Sam vigorously?
dollar of private capital into railroad
of
federal
"white
the
slave
Speaking
investments against its wili.
traffic" act, under which several in"This phase of the matter is too litdictments have recently been brought
If this government
in the federal courts of the Southwest tle considered.
the annual report of the attorney gen- hopes to continue its present system;
eral shows that during the past year if we are to look in the future, as in
145 prosecutions were conducted un- the past, to private capital for the
der the act. Seventy-siof the accused providing of our transportation, it is
persons) were convicted, 14 were ac- fundamentally necessary that confiquitted, and 10 cases were suspended dence in the fair treatment of that
or discontinued; 45 cases are pending. capital shall be established."
Thus it will be seen that in more than
According to financial reports from
s
of all cases brought to all sections of the
country, the railtrial, the government's case resulted roads are having difficulty in securin the conviction of the accused. The ing new capital with which to expercentage of convictions is very high, tend their lines and improve their
showing that the government does not service. Other great industries are
act in these cases without having
growing rapidly none more rapidly
complete evidence on which to base than the country taken as a whole,
indictments and prosecutions. The
the railroads, which doubtlessly
sentences imposed by the courts in the yet
more than any pther one
contribute
"white slave traffic" cases have ranged branch of our
economic life to expan
from a few months in jail up to ten
sion ana Detterment cannot secure
heavThe
the
in
years
penitentiary.
iest sentences have been imposed by the money needed to keep them
the courts for the offence of inducing abreast this remarkable growth.
Only recently the Santa Fe Railgirls to go from one state to another
for immoral purposes. The attorney road voted to issue $100,000,000 bonds,
general says in his report: "It is be- yet President E. P. Ripley of that road
lieved that the act is having a salu- announces that no attempt will be
made to dispose of the new bonds
tary effect."
Much false prudery is being dis- authorized for at least five years, in
carded nowadays by press, pulpit, hope that by that time the unreasonafl 1. I
,1
I
ble prejudices againot the railroad,
LUIS
11T UKUUUg
aUU UUlllt3E
canker that is destroying efficiency now dominating the public will have
of men and women by the thousands passed away.
At the present time, thanks to hysand much more false modesty must be
discarded before the full truth is blaz- terical
legislation, the
Santa Fe cannot have this much needoned forth.
ed money to make improvements and
Only yesterday, the Associated Press
told of a moral pervert, prominent, the effects of such conditions are rewealthy and popular, but who because acting directly on those living along
of his perversion murdered four mem its
bers of one family with a ruthlessness,
"The Earth" for December, is deand under unspeakable circumstances,
voted to New Mexico. The leading
that are appalling. t
v
articles are
Governor
"Physicians agree that much of the Governor-elec- t by McDonald. Mills and
of
Most
inefficiency, of the chronic illness, of the
the weakness, of the suicide and mur-- i a pictures are entirely new and give
splendid idea of the progress made
der mania that are characteristic of
within the past few years in this oart
the day, are due to moral perver ion,
of the Southwest. Among some of the
.
,
J
.3
W
UV
IIIHT
U1LC11
lKUUlil ll'i! iV
more notable articles in addition to
excusable.
those mentioned are "A Banner Year
Says Dr. Quackenbos, one of the best in the Pecos Valley," by Will Robin-sen- ;
known nerve specialists in the Unit"The Magic of the Pump," by
ed
Willard E. Holt; "The Camfield-La- s
"Most of the perversion physicians Vegas Project," by George A. Fleming;
encounter Is the result of immoral in- "Timber Resources of New Mexico,-- '
.
struction given by
by Nelson L. LeGrand; and "Story of
Hence, during the years that mark the Carlsbad Peach," by Francis G.
the change from childhood to puberty, Tracy. One vainly looks for an article
young people should be watched with on Santa Fe, but then that may be
lynx-eyesolicitude.
Ignorance or the fault of Santa Fe as much as of
Indifference in teachers is unpardon- the Santa Fe railroad whose passenable. Evil habits acquired at school ger department publishes The Earth.
are likely to become fixed, to the per- Nevertheless, the December issue, is a
manent crippling of brain efficiency splendid advertisement of New Mexl.
and the consequent interference with co, although it would have been still
career. Such habits constitute at better if the Capital City had been in
present a most appalling contribution cluded in the symposium.
to the degeneration of American men
A gain of only 759 in the school cen
tality. I speak advisedly. I am treat
ing cases without; number, both of men sus in one year is an indication that
and women, for intellectual and moral New Mexico's growth in population is
decay due to this cause alone. They not as rapid as it was last decade
come from many states. They pic when it
averaged 13,000 a year. The
ture American school life and Ameri school census includes all persons becan companionship
Uhe tween the ages of five and twenty-onamong
young as tinctured with this degrading years, and a gain of 759 in it, means
crime against youth and maidenhood. a total gain in population of almost
They suffer from loss of concentrative 3,000.
power, dispersed attention, impaired
'm-!3K
memory, worthless judgment, morbid
A statement of more than ordinary
fears, suspicions and delusions of all significance is found in a Census Buldiffidence
kinds, pathological
that letin issued today which covers agrilocks them out of society, eccentricity, cultural
statistics in Massachusetts,
Incapacity both for business and pleas- when it says that in the past ten
ure, corroding wretchedness that keeps yeara there was an increase of twensuicide constantly in view, intemper- ty per cent in the
population of the
ance, immorality, and a generally un- state and a decrease of more than two
stable mind state which, if not prompt- per cent in the number of farms, and
ly and discriminatingly treated, must of almost nine per cent in the area of
climax in insanity."
farm land.
Anti-Whit-
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husy early next year to prepare for today put up a striking Christmas carits guests.
toon on the New Mexican bulletin
board. The cartoon attracted much

breastworks, or whenever an office
seeker is turned down, he begins to
feel that there is time for a change,
that some fellow or leaders should
undergo the muckraking process, and
If he cannot find some newspaper or
magazine to do it for him, then he
proclaims that a new newspaper or

attention.

IKE

DAILY

ROUND

We have some especially dainty

UP.

FIRST

In-

fant Sets for the wee little one's
Christmas.
Fischer Drug Company.
Shortest Day of the Year Yesterday was the shortest day of the year,
the beginning of winter, although
Santa Fe feels as if it had experienced
already the long end of winter. The
oretically, it ought to have been the
coldest day. From today on, the days
grow longer and the light and coal
bills should be less.
The Warmest Place in Town, is in
side ono of our suits and overcoats.
For tomorrow reduced prices. Come
and get one. Nathan Salmon.

X5?fXXSiX5SXJSXX
Santa
N. M., Dec. 22.
X

Fe,
X For New Mexico Fair tonight X
and Saturday and continued X
a new magazine is needed to show
X
up the rascals. It is for that reason X cold.
that muckraking has been overdone, JTXXXXXXXXXXXXXXS
that it has reached its limit. Even
the sensation hungry turn wearily SUCH IS LIFE ON A CITY NEWSPAPER.
aside from the magazines and papers
that have made a business of muck(Albuquerque Journal.)
The following diatribe in verse was
raking in late years. Says Popular
Mechanics for January editorially:
written by a cub reporter, who quit
"With one magazine sold under the his job in disgust after he had seen
hammer for $10,000 which is under- his first masterpiece in print:
stood to have received $1,000,000 from
sale of stock to its readers; and three Now, first there is the reporter;
He gathers stories, does this man.
officials of another publication out on
bail after indictment rhareln? thorn H works his fingers and his legs,
But saves his brains a11 that ne can'
with fraudulent sale of stock; and yet
another magazine
the:
withholding
payment of a dividend which had been He gets a trip,e murdcr story'
And goes t0 work at nis machine:
declared, but which apparently had
not been earned the honest maga- - lmaSinos wnat he doesn't know,
And turns out copy by tne ream- zine publisher is forced to blush for
the doings of some of his fellows.
Stock in several magazines has been And then the city ditor
He reads ths story through and
unloaded on the public under condi through,
tions compared to which salting a
mine would seem an act of righteous- - And I"mcils out a halt of lt
Because he says it isn't new.
ness.

NATIONAL BANK
OF SANTA FE

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.

History of Education in New MexiThis work from the pen of Historian B. M. Read, is just from the
pTess of the New Mexican. As the edition is limited, orders for it should be
sent now. It is a thoughtful study replete with historical data that every
teacher, in fact every thoughtful person, should study and have at his or
OFFICERS.
ber finger's ends.
R. J. PALEN, President.
Tonight's program at the Elks,
J. B. READ, Cashier.
"Forgotten;" "The Making of a Man;"
L. A. HUGHES,
F. McKANE, Assistant Cashier.
A good
and "The Indian Vestal."
show always.
Fancy boxes of Cigars, fine Meerschaum Pipes and Pipe Sets, Military
ON
ChristBrushes for the gentlemen's
mas, are offered at reasonable prices
at Fischer Drug Company.
"Perhaps there is something conta-- l He gives it to the copy reader,
gious in muckraking which dulls the
Forgotten or Unanswered Prayer.
Who cuts another half at least,
moral perception.
It's a vitagraph. And at the Elks' toMuckraking art!-- : But not because it's
necessary;
cles, possibly sincere at the start,
night.
It's just the nature of the beast.
long since degenerated into mere sen- Christmas Tree Tonight Christsationlism to sell copies; and instead' The
mas
exerciser will be held at the St.
editor who's managing
of being the great reformers they so
John's Methodist Episcopal church toHas had his eye fixed on a space,
loudly boast, many publishers are He
night A cantata has been prepared
pares the story down to fit
merely mercenary. Any man or act,
by the children of the Sunday School,
look
his
A
face.
careless
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
upon
however good, can be presented unand at its close an old fashioned
der conditions fit only to condemn. A
Christmas tree will be enjoyed by
then gets it;
scratch on a silver spoon does not The
riled. them.
soul
brow
His
is
high
deeply
-make the spoon pewter; even a man
!
Fancy Bottles of Perfume, Dainty
with only one eye is not blind. It is He changes all the "ain'ts" and "the Manicure
of
and
fancy
packages
Sets,
don'ts;"
a low standard of publishing that ca-- j
finest Candy are some of the ChristHe likes his English undefiled.
ters to a depraved public taste which
mas suggestions for my lady. Fischprefers the slime which drips from The owner of the
er Drug Company are headquarters
paper reads
TTiin- - io
tho nnroct
for the best in these lines.
GENERAL AGENTS.
:
:
:
SANTA FE, N. M.
derstood to be the art of sensing ToIt makes him feel so very proud
Indian Pupils Welcome Archbishop.
say: "Print not this part; it is
what the people want and giving it to
The pupils of the St. Cathrine's IndiAgainst our policy avowed."
them; but this does not excuse a panan School gave a welcome entertainto
an unwholesome mental apdering
It goes next to the linotype;
ment at 2 o'clock yesterday afternoon,
petite any more than it defends a docHe sets it by traditions hoary,
for His Grace the Most Reverend
tor who would run an opium den.
And consequently it becomes
Pitaval. in the assembly
Archbishop
"Dishonest methods may prosper
A murdered, not a murder, story.
room of the main building. All the
for a time, but sooner or later there
priests of the city were guests of the
comes the inevitable day of reckon He sends
it to the
school.
ing."
Who's paid to look for all bad
breaks;
Don't Miss This.
WHAT UNCLE SAM SPENDS EDU He finds those made by all the others,
The loss of position, wealth and rep
CATING THE INDIAN.
But cannot see his own mistakes.
utation, and the devotion of a daugh-- '
The value of School and Agency
ter, is the theme of "The Lion and
man then gets the the
properties for the Indians in New Mex- - The make-uMouse," which has rigitly been
in
story,
is
a
of
ico,
given
report
Secretary;
called the most powerful drama of
And
with
his
of the Interior Fisher at $934,012.15,
willing devil Lou,
the century.
M
and the original cost at $678,885.73. Of Pies half a dozen lines or so,
this $590,606 was for buildings, $30,-- ; And drops a paragraph or two.
M
Herewith are some bargains offerei
606 for water supply and sewerage,1
PrintingCom-pany- :
Mexican
New
the
by
Now
If
man
the
matrix
is
for
$9,793
sober,
heating and lighting, $4,416.Code of Civil Procedure of the
96 for irrigation systems; $11,770 for Ald the printer uses ink,
m
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
'agJrSculturaM. impdemeints $21,258 for Here's how the story runs next day:
With pristine ferocity combined bound, $1 ; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
livestock, $4,435 for shop equipment.
The valuation of the Santa Fe school wlta vulpine strategy ojhn Smithx Pleading formB, $5; Missouri Code
the two for $10.
JG;
is placed at $167,311, and that of the with his wife and w children killed Pleadings,
Albuquerque school at $149,669. The witl1 a revolver at his home Saturday Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
San Juan or Shiprock school is valued at tor several days drink heavily and of New Mexico, x8S9. 131)1 and 1903,
$142,668 and the Zuni boarding school the neighbors say 8842 Wilson St., 38,-- English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25;
Both children were 100 full leather $3.
Sheriff's Flexlbk
$101,855.
The Mescalero school is caliber.
men Cover Pock't Dockets, single, $1.25;
valued at $92,805; the Jicarilla school crates $.150 but commission
at $80,158; the San Juan Agency at look tor a steady and came home two or more books, $1 each.
New
For
$53,866; Jicarilla Agency $37,544; Mes- - from school to meet their fete.
Boys we have Drums and Tool Chests.
Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos
So why should a reporter think?
calero Agency $34,605; and the Zuni
P and 10 inclusive, $3.30 each.
Com
All other;
Day School at $12,965.
7G c. Com
(illation Corporation
Christmas Gifts to suit everybody, jllation Mining Laws,Lays,
school plants are valued at less than'
For
Doll Furniture and Toy Pianos.
0 c
Money'!
For new buildings in at Fischer Drug Company.
$10,000 each.
of New Mexico F sports, fill)
digest
WANTED Clean
New Mexico during the coming fiscal
cotton rags
sheeD. $6.50: f"U list school blanks.
IN JEWELRY,
for four cents per pound. New Mexican
CUFF BUTTONS, BRACEyear $84,600 are recommended;
BIG
office.
improvements in equipment $32,405.
TIE
CLASPS
and FANCY COMBS
LETS,
Products derived last year from these
All should see it tonight. The
and properties are valued at ing 0f a man. At the Elks'. It's
Arizona Indians have fared good.
$33,474.
better than the New Mexico Indians,
We Have More New Ties to select Makes Men's Fine
for in that territory, the school and from, than the whole town
put togeth-agencproperties are valued at $1,623,- e,.. Your choice 50c. Nathan Salmon.
203 with $1,309,778 actually invested.
Fine Horse old- -C. L. Bishop has
XfCtasD.Griffifo Shoe
dehveiX
Colorado's Indian sschool and agency soid nia
Cafp
horse "Maxy"
cwfc
shoe manufacturers
property valuation is given at only to J T Evans
ADOLF
' f
11 o'39i:,
1
Wha
S"al
$6i2''
that
at,
BOY, why get
set
?ia
359;
$2 555167,
a knife with
or a dollar
total for the United States $15,326.08. watcn at QOEBELS chain,
Hayward's "Last Call" is conspio
Mayor Lew Shanks of Indianapolis uous for its liberality. Low prices for
recently did a great advertising stunt tomorrow on everything for everybody
when he offered at public sale pota- - and a gratis offer for the deserving,
AND
toes and poultry at slightly less than j An Indian Vestal, a strange story of
current market rates with the avowed a white Indian maiden. See it tonight
iDtention of breaking up the retail at the Elks'.
dealers, who, he insisted charged too
Inspect our stock before buying
IVIIT PAIR HA TH1I
Now Under the Same Management.
much to consumers.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Mayor Shanks your holiday presents. We are quite ur $4 Shoe Equals Any
has gone out of business, the retail sure we can suit your Wants. Fisch- 3ther $5 Shoe Made
dealers are at the old stand, and a er Drug Co.
The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Room
K."" Griffith's.
Michigan farmer has sued the mayor
Electric Train The electric train WE "WARRANT THEM
Jen suit with private
Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
for the price of a carload of potatoes, j jn one of the show windows of the San- in nrnipr vonrna rha ratQii
fa
danLi.
FINE
HEAVY
1D
MEN'S
and
ta
SHOES
Fe Hardware and Supply Company
uwtrci
from
THOS. DORAN,
Large SampleRooms.
retailing at as low a figure as he pos- - is attracting much attention and com'
can
in
order to make ends rr.ent.
sibly
meet. The high cost of living must
Don't Fail to Look at our stock ot
be charged to some one else.
boy's overcoats. We are selling them
real cheap. Come and see. Nathan Boys' Shoes from $1.50 up.
Santa Fe has captured the South- Salmon.
western Good Roads Congress, thanks
Call and set my line before
The Clarendon Gardens received a
to the efforts of Territorial Engineer C. shipment of very fine holly. It is pro-making your purchase
&
D. Miller and the Santa Fe Chamber
fusely berried, very much more than
of Commerce. The convention can be usual. The
price is 20 cents ne.
Furnished rooms in connection. Hot & CoM Batbs. Electric
made a great significant event, and pound. Phone
your orders.
the Capital City will have to get
Christmas Cartoon J. P. Lacassagne
west Palace Avenue.
222 San Francisco Street
G. LUPE HERRERA, Prop
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Cut Glass, Decorated China, Sterling Silver Picture Frames
At a Special Reduction

An Opportunity You Cannot Afford

to Miss.
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UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST CO.
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CAPITAL $50,00000
Does a General Basting Business

B. LAUGHLIN,

President

H. F. STEPHENS, Cashier,

Established 1856.

Incorporated

1903.

Last Call

ii

Don't wait too long. Our
STOCK

HOLIDAY

is still complete in every detail.
Fancy Handle Umbrellas

Bath Robes

A new lot

House Coats

Fancy Vests

just unpacked

Neckwear for

The real swell patterns

Ladies and Gents

in

sEir.i
P. O. Box, 219.

Attorney E. C. Wade, Jr., returned
THOSE
home to Las Cruoea yesterday.
Mrs. W. H. Carothers went to Santa Fe Sunday. Morlarty Messenger.
Editor J. S. Black of the Albuquerand Dress Shapes.
que Journal, left for his home last evening.
Benedicto Montoya of Las Polva-dera- s
8EE THEM AT
Is In the city buying holiday
goods.
Ralph Connel of Tularosa, Otero
county, wa3 an arrival yesterday aft- arrive
here on a late train tonight.
ernoon.
He comes on important lesral busi
Captain Fred Fornoff of the Mount ness.
ed Police has returned from a visit to
W. C. Reid, the former territorial
Albuquerque.
T. J. Sawyer, the Buckman lumber attorney general, spent a few days
at his home in Roswell, and returned
man, came in last night and regis to
the capital last night. He is at the
ft tered at the Montezuma.
Palace.
41 A. B. McMillen, the attorney of AlJames E. Clark, superintendent of
buquerque, came in last night and public
instruction, returned last night
registered at the Palace.
from a trip over the territory. He has
Chairman I. Sparks of the Board of been
inspecting some of the county
County Commissioners, was a visitor schools.
in Albuquerque yesterday.
L. J. Chapman,
district manager
H. C. Reel, an old resident of San
for the Armour Packing Company,
Pedro, is visiting his
A. came in from
his home in Trinidad,
Douthitt of Manhattan avenue.
David J. Leahy, United States at- Colo., last night and is a guest at the
Palace.
torney, left the capital yesterday aftE. R. Paul, auditor of the New Mex
ernoon for his home in Las Vegas.
Lowell Haslett left last night for ico Central, and W. A. Cameron, trav
Santa Fe on a short business tri; to eling freight and passenger agent of
the Ancient City. Las Vegas Optic. the Santa Fe, spent yesterday in Al
Reginald G. Cobbett, the orchardist, buquerque.
Professor C. M. Light, president of
from near Tesuque, is a visitor in San-tthe New Mexico Normal School at SilFe, and a guest at the Montezuma.
J. M. Mahboub, a merchant at Albu- ver City, has gone to Clovls, Curry
to address the Pecos Valley
querque, will spend the holidays with county,
Teachers' Institute.
his brother-in-laN. Salmon, of this
H. C. Kinsell, the well known ran
city.
cher and stockman of Stanley, southRoque Tudesque, clerk of the school ern
Santa Fe county,, and former
district of Lamy, is in town on bu
sheriff of Santa Fe county, is stopping
connected with the schools of his
at the Montezuma.
district.
A. Staab will leave shortly for Las
L. Helfrick, auditor for the Wells
Fargo Express Company, whose office Vegas, where he will spend the holiand home is in Albuquerque, is regis- day season with his daughter Mrs.
Max. Nordhaus.
Later he will go to
tered at the Montezuma.
Rev. J. M. Shimer of the St. John's Denver on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Emery C. Arnold
Episcopal church, has returned from
a lecture tour in the southern coun-ties- . came over from their rano'i on the
Pecos Tuesday to spend the holidays
He has been absent two weeks.
William R. Tipton, Jr., son of Dr. with Mrs. Arnold's parents, Mr. and
W. M. Tipton of Las Vegas, is home Mrs. W. M. Neel, Moriarty Messenger.
Mrs. W. F. Keene, is stopping in
from Notre Dame university, where
he is taking a course in architecture. Santa Fe, and is a guest at the Mon
District Judge-Elec- t
H. F. Raynolds, tezuma. Mrs. Keene is on her way
of Albuquerque, who was a member from her home in Whitman, Mass,, to
of the Constitutional Convention, was Espanola, where she will visit her
an arrival in the capital last evening. son.
E. W. Deuel, superintendent of An-- !
Joseph Roesch, of Indianapolis, arrived last night and will spend the tonito, Santa Fe division of the Den
week visiting his sister Miss Bertha ver and Rio Grande Railroad, came to
M. Reed at the St. Vincent's Sanita- Santa Fe last evening from Alamosa,
rium.
Colorado, and is stopping at the Mon-tezuma.
A message from Attorney O. A.
o
David Martinez, Jr., of Velarde,
of Las Vegas, says that he will
elected county superintendent of pub-- i
lie schools of Rio Arriba county, has
written John V. Conway that he will
spend the holidays in Santa Fe. He
Chiropody, Vacuum Treatment.
will arrive Saturday.
Miss Edith Marmon of Johnson
and
Dandruff,

MISS

Asst. Cashier

W. E. GRIFFIN

Phone 36

FOE RENT
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Manicuring,

H. S.

Or
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WOMEN,

AND

BOYS'

GIRLS' HOSE.

-

Board of Canvassers.
W. R. Smythe, territorial

SANTA FE, NEW MEX.

THANKSGIVING

THE GIFT STORE Turkey?
Pay

EVERY ARTICLE OF OUR LAROE
AND COMPLETE STOCK ESPECIALLY ADAPTED
FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON
us a visit ere making your selection. Our prices

always as low as the lowest.

tellable Jeweler

H. C. YONTZ,

If so

are

let us

Saa Fraiciso

Have your

Street

Christmas

Turkey order
Early.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

(M7.

Day or Nijht Phone, 130 Red

H.

Next Door to Postoffice.

I!

.
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5

c
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We Mention a Few Below of Our Big Stock
Solid mission desk and chair the "young fellows" - - -- $4.00
1.50
desk worth $2.50 our leader
Blackboard and Kinder-garde.
-500
Solid Oak Rocker worth $7.50 one left big value at
to 7.00
5.00
value
and
tires
rubber
all steel
good
Doll Baby
10.00
Boys Automobile with chain gear well made last life time
Reversible Sulky solid hickory tongue well made special 2.6o
Leather, tapestry and velvet hand bags many handsome
1.00 to 7.50
designs bought specially for the high class trade prices
to 3.00
1.25
Music Rolls new folding plans
to
3.00
1.25
Smoker Sets
2.50 to 7.00
Traveling Sets very suitable for the gentlemen
-2.00 to 5.00
Comb & Brush Sets
1.00 to 2.50
Military Brush Sets
n

Go-Ca- rts

---

---

Marquisette Dress Patterns a beautiful gift for the wife
Fancy Box paper well selected a gift any one would like
Imported Linen handkerchiefs in great variety
Art Handkerchiefs for fancy work

Large Fancy Silk Neck Scarfs
Imported Kazan Kid Gloves big value
Pictures beautiful and chaste selected especially for Xmas

$8.00 to $10.00
35c to 2.50
10c to 50c

-

10c

1.00 to 1.25
1.25
.

10c

good

roads engineer, left yesterday after
noon' for Tucumcari, from which place
he will go to Colorado Springs to
spend the Christmas holidays with his
family. Las Vegas Optic.
Lester Brewster, linotype operator
on the New Mexican, will leave in the
morning over the D. & R. G. for Denver to spend the Christmas vacation
with his parents and rumor has it that
he will probably return with, a better--

S. KAUIJE

a

CO.

John S. Clark, state senator-elec- t
from Las Vegas, arrived in Santa Fe
last night and registered at the Pal
ace. Mr. Clark is a prominent Repub
lican leader, and comes to view the
final checking of votes at the capitol.
Rafael Herrera, a prominent ranch
er of Santa Cruz, northern Santa Fe
county, is in the city doing some
He will leave toholiday shopping.
morrow with his son, Diego, who has
been in the public schools here under
the care of John V. Conway.
L. B. Wooters, the clerk of the elec
tion of Clayton precinct of Union
county and who agreed t osigm the poll
books when questioned by the official
canvassing board last Saturday, arrived In Santa Fe yesterday. He is stop
ping at the Palace.
A. N. White of Silver City, candi
date for stats superintendent of pub
lic instruction on the Democratic
ticket, came in- last night and registered at the Montezuma. Mr. White
comes to watch the checking of the
election returns.
A. B.St roup, Republican
candidate
for superintendent of public instruction, arrived in the capital last night
from his home in Albuquerque, and is
a guest at the Palace. Mr. Stroup is
interested in the final checking of the
votes by the official canvassing board.
The race between Mr. Stroup and A.
N. White for the office of superintendent is so close that it Is, as yet, un
certain who is elected

Rogers 1847 Silverware will close out below cost surprises in store for the
one wishing to send silver or bargains for the one in need for the home.
I

Our store is ablaze with many dazzling and up - to - date gifts
suitable and rare.

that are both

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.,
Home of Royal Tailors

Squire Hartt, Jr., member of the
constitutional convention and state
senator-elec- t
from Taos county, arrived in the capital from his home in
the Taos valley, last night. He is here
on business connected with his sheep
ranch. When asked about the number of sheep he had' this year, Mr.
Hart said, "Not nearly so many as letters from aspirants for the senatorial
honors." The sheep of Taos valley,
according to Mr. Hartt, are suffering
much from the cold weather, and the
owners of that section are shipping to
lower altitudes.
DR. JOHN GRANT LYMAN
GETS EIGHTEEN MONTHS.

CARPETS

Pope-Sloss-

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

SIGN
PAINTING

Mirror Silvering
Etching on Glass
and Brass

SATISFACTION

305 San Francisco Street.

With Us.
Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

&

Insurance Agency

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

Phone Black No. 52

Etched desk set heavy brass complete $8.08
Hammered desk set heavy copper complete i.09
Also letter holders, rocking blotters, paper knives.
::

V
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125 Palace

Avenue.

MRS. W. UNDHARDT,

wit
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""

Santa Fe.
New Mexico

l.

CURRENT WE. WANT TO SELL

L.

Listen ! Why Not Get the Benefit of AH the Li cFht ?

UULL-h,vett,e"n-

AND

FURNITURE

R

List Your Property

GUARANTEED

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE,

on

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

Courtright, a watchman and
was given six months in Jail.

AND

!

We have a splendid new assortment of Axminster and Wilton
Rugs which will give your home an air of comfort that cannot
be had in any other way. See also our selection of Bird's Eye
Maple Furniture and beautiful Circassian Walnut Bedroom
Suits, which every housewife should sec before purchasing
any more furniture. We have also some fine
Chinaware which you will need for your Christmas dinner and
parties. And the price will be right, too.

to Escape
From Federal Officer, Court,
right Given Six Month ,

Carriage, Automobile,

AND RUGS ARE A DELIGHT,

YES, A NECESSITY, IN WINTER

Charged With Conspiracy

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican;
San Francisco, Dec. 22. Dr. John
Grant Lyman, the Los Angeles land
promoter, today was sentenced by U.
S. District Judge Van Fleet to eighteen months in the federal prison on
McNeill's Island, Washington, on the
charge of conspiracy to escape from
a United States Marshal.
C. M.

Home of Society Floss

Home of Victor Phonographs

--

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS

iS:!

to $17.50

Victor Victrolo phonographs, no horn, greatest invention of the
15.00 to 40.00
age, One price in Santa Fe or New York

half.

Satisfied
With
That

JULIUS H. GERDES'.
-

KIIE a

You

SOLD BY

SAN FRANCISCO ST.,

baldness street,
expects the arrival of her fath
er. M. G. Mar mon from Lacuna. Va
lencia county, and Ben Harvey from
Crown Point tonight. The guests will
spend Christmas here.
R. H. Mclntyre, Dr. William Hartz,
Luis Silva, and John B. McKinley,
election officers at Carthage, Socorro
county, arrived last evening to identi
GO. fy the Carthage returns before the

Were

AND CHILDREN

No Darning for Six Months.
MEN,

We Cannot display all our suitable "gift" stock.
Many large department
stores do not carry the great variety of choice articles that you may find here

Massaging,

Where Prices are
Lowest for Safe
Quality.

INSURED.
MEN VOM

ing

1

ESTATE.

GUARANTEED.

-

make your shopping a pleasure and convenience.

A. MUGLER

positively cured. Pimples, blackheads,
facial lines, absolutely removed.. All
kinds of hair work done.
MRS. R. LOPEZ,
Phone 5075
343 San Francisco St.

it

re-arrang-

son-in-la-

falling hair

119 ban rrancisco

Ked 189.

- -

As Xmas draws near we are working day and night
our store and display counters so as to

Lar-razol-

O. C. WATSON & CO.
SURETY

F-

Sensible Gift Suggestions

a

Furnished and Unfurnished

INSURANCE,

Discount

Nov.eItyFancyFeathers

Your Patronage Solicited
1.

25

PERSBNAL MEKTIIN

M.

TT'"

"Pensive.

T

bill and SAVES THE EVES. Our display rooms are .open tor your
0ny",r
Reading and student Lamps that can be seen
anywhere.ideselirifrem right. Oct away from
Cheaper, cleanerrlve the maximum light, aTuTbetteTtooking than an yuHnTyounTgetT;

SANTA FE VATER & LIGHT COMPANY, WASHINGTON STREET.
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VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & C. M

M.

WILLIAMS,
P. Agent,

Q.

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
From Santa Fe

LS.SfiS

Arizona, Mexico and to thePacific Coast, via NEW
CENTRAL to Torrance thence

THE

MEXICO

EAST

BEST

OR

ROUTE

WEST

For rates and full. information address

EUGENE FOX

El Paso Texas

I

Holiday

Rates.

Account of the Christmas and New
Years Holidays, the

DENVER & RIO GRANDE R. R.
PUBLISHES RATE OF

One Fare for the Round Trip Between
All

Stations on its Lines.

My old friend Victor H. Hanson,
publisher of the Birmingham News,
was recently banqueted by over 100
representatives of the big business interests in his home city because of
the work that he and his paper have
done and are doing for the community.
Mr. Hanson made a
wholesome speech on this occasion,
treating of newspaper making generally the duties and responsibilities
of the editor and publisher, and then
had this to say about advertising:
Advertising in a good newspaper is
profitable advertising. If you have
something to sell you can go to a job
printer and have a lot of bill struck
off and distribute them around town.
That is advertising in the crude state.
Put the same matter in any kind of a
newspaper and that is advertising in a
more advanced and effective form. Insert the same copy fn a newspaper
that goes into the home, with a hold
upon the affections of the family circle, and that is ADVERTISING IN
THE HIGHEST STATE.
As time goes on and the confidence
and esteem of the reader attach them
selves to the paper THE HABIT OP
READING THE ADVERTISEMENTS
in that paper becomes fixed and an
advertising medium is established.
The subtle forces that enter into
the establishment of a paper as a pa
per in which ads are read are perfect
ly well recognized in the newspaper
business.
It is not necessary every
time you stand up for the right in
your newspaper to pollute your action
with the thought that you are going to
get paid for it in the long run. It is
enough to have a serene conviction
that IP YOU RUN YOUR PAPER
RIGHT AND GIVE THE PUBLIC A
SQUARE DEAL the counting-roowill take care of itself.
And he said this other thing about

also Jan.

THE
OF
READER IS A VITAL FACTOR IN
NEWSPAPER
I regard
SUCCESS.
the Intelligent and faithful performance of the primary function of publishing the news as 80 per cent of the
whole profession or science of newspaper publishing.
Accuracy and a
sense of proportion and responsibility
belong to this Item. I think that one
of the greatest injuries suffered by
modern journalism comes to it
through lack of a full sense' of the re
sponsibility that there is upon the
newspaper and the newspaper man.
Mr. Hanson is determined that his
newspaper shall stand for news that
Is reliable and the printing of advertisements that can be believed in.
From reports that come to me
about the Birmingham News, it is
forging to the front rapidly because
of the practice of its ideals. The aver
age newspaper publisher is giving
more serious thought than he ever
did to the responsibility placed upon
him, so far as the publication of a
reliable newspaper is concerned.

Spasmodic effort brings spas- modic results. Systematise and ?
HiUHiuii,C JVM I IIICUIUUO.

A

$Ht$H$H.$H$Hl

1, 1912

Return Limit, January3, 1912.
New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War
a
"Distinguished Institution." Arm officers detailed by War
Department.
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 37uO
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
season.

Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
to all respects.
REOENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON. Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W ,M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. PINLEY.
- For
particular and Illustrated
address:

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Political Advertising.
Candidates for political offices are
now being convinced that newspaper
advertising Is the best kind of publicity they canget Norman Mack,
chairman of the Democratic national
central committee, has the following
to say concerning publicity in newspapers: "I can truthfully say that the
only way to promote a political campaign nowadays is to advertise in the
dally newspapers.
"I would spend 50 per cent, of all
the campaign fund for newspaper advertising. Should I ever run a campaign again, I would employ this meth-ed-,
for it Is the only way. The gumshoe method is passed and newspaper
advertising hereafter will be regarded
as the keynote of success."
Why Newspaper Advertising Is Best
In an address Thomas Dockrell, the
New York advertising counsel, re
cently told the Detroit Ad club why
the newspaper is the best medium,
"It's all common sense," he said.
"How can a manufacturer put his advertising appropriation Into magazines, supplying the same copy for all!
There Is a terrible waste and an
enormous duplication. With the newspaper he can go where he wants and
If he does his placing systematically
there is never duplication.
Proof That Advertising Pays.
An Oklahoma woman advertised for
a husband. Finally, after advertising
up to the amount of eleven dollars,
she got one. Two months later, he
was taken sick with pneumonia and
died. The amount of Insurance .carried by the deceased was $5,000. It
pays to advertise. Inklings.

An Advertising Novelty.
For advertising purposes a Pennsyl-vaniahas patented a fan in the shap
of a human face with a tongue that
waves In and out ar the fan is moved
new
wup.
A pretty new shape for the girl who
to
make
herself dainty caps is
likes
Successor to B. P. Williams
oblong in line. It Is made from a strip
of allover embroidery or lace dotted
I have purchased the entire stock of horses and
equipment formerly
muslin Is pretty and cheaper cut
Owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
wider in the middle than at each end.
CLA8S LIVERY where w will be ready at all times of day or night
It Is finished with lace Insertion about
to furnish you with any kind
a rig you may want I will endeavor
an inch wide and to this Is overcast a
to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage.
ruffle of lace to match.
front, tapering
ft The ruffle is wider in The
AT 310 SAN. FRANCISCO STi
toward ends.'
cap, when
slightly
Pbrae 19 Red
Santa Fe, N.M $ finished, falls low on hair back of
ears, and is held there with a fluffy
bow.

Superintendent

MORGAN LIVERY CO.

fiL-J-
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1911, bj Associated Literary Press.!
Leslie was very glad to be home.
She left the elevator with a buoyant
step, opened the door to the studio
suite, and breathed a sigh of supremo
happiness. Home was home after all.
It was a warm Indian summer
night. She decided not to light the
gas. The view of the city was too
enthralling at that late hour to spoil.
She threw her cloak and hat on the
hall settle, and went on into the reception room.
Yes, it was just as she had left it,
two months before. The janitor's wife
had been up and cleaned for her, and
ieft the windows open, she noticed.
The couch was not In its usual place.
She turned around and nearly fell
over a chair placed at a new angle,
laughed, and dropped down on tho
couch.
"Just for a minute's rest," she told
herself, after the long day of travel,
and even with that thought weighing
on her, she fell asleep, exhausted but
happy.
The closing of the outer door was
what wakened her. She heard it far
off in her dreams, and wakened listening. Steps sounded through the hall,
quiet, rather slow, but steps. As she
propped herself on one elbow, and
looked cautiously
out beyond the
hangings at the arch, she saw the
figure of a man outlined distinctly
against the half light He was tall
and young, she could tell that much
even as she stood with averted face'
door.
He enbefore the dining-rootered the inner room, after a pause,
and she caught the scratch of a match.
It was a daring burglar. More, he was
whistling softly under his breath aa
he moved about .
Packed
Leslie rose determinedly.
under the sideboard was a full tea
set of silver, and various precious
family odds and ends that she had
taken from the family home in Vermont to brighten her city abode. They
should not fall into the sack of any
RafQes if she could save them.
"What are you doing here?"
He turned at her voice. It was a
Her
trifle shaky, but determined.
wavy blond hair was rumpled, her
cheeks flushed from her short sleep
and her blue eyes very wide and start-linglbright. She was figuring the
distance to the telephone in the hall
even while she watched him.
Yet his answer was an old one, and
most touching in his simplicity.
"I'm hungry," he said, gently.
"Oh, you poor fellow," she exclaimed before she thought. "Can't
you find any employment at all? Do
You
you have to follow this life?
don't look that kind."
"It's bully of you to say so," he returned warmly, hands In pockets,
y

HMM"5MiMt'

SELLING DATES:
Dec. 23, 24, 25, 30 and 31,1911;
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By LOUISE MERRIflELD

By WILLIAM C. FREEMAN.
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8 02
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FACTOR IN SUCCESS

S 30

pm
p m,
Oonnect at Oolfax with E. P. 4 S. W. My. train both North and South.
'":
ffitafte for Van Houten N, M. meet? trains at Preston N.M.
Stag-loaves Ute Park. N, M., for Ullziiitttbtown. N M., at 9:00
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girt TrontTTeaveh." Tm so'giad your
key fitted."
A ring came from the front door.
He opened the dining room window.
Then
"How about the fire escape?
I can tactfully suggest calling on you
in a few moments, and inviting you
up to the lobsterfest? I'll help you
down."
Out of the window she climbed,
laughing, flushing, and trembling too,
but he went first down the steps, and
led her to her own window.
"I'm afraid it's fastened," she whispered.
"No, it's not The window cleaners
were here today. In you go." He hesitated a moment, and pressed the
hand she held. In the
he could just catch the soft appealing look in her eyes.
"Good night, Goldenhair.
I'll be
down the other way in five minutes.
Wasn't I a good bear?"
"You must have been," she laughed,
"for I am coming back again."
ic

r

1, 4

Louis Rockyi

Si,
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INJURY

MOTHERS

A

PUPPY

Pet Simian From Zanzibar Takes Com.
plete Possession of Irish Terrier
Ten Days Old.
"A few months ago my son brought
home from Zinzibar a small monkey
with a very pleasant face and the bonniest brown eyes imaginable," writes
a correspondent of the Strand. "Of
course Jennie, as she was called, is
sharp as a needle, and being full of
funny ways and mischievous to a fault
provides us with no end of amuse

ment

'At the time Jennie arrived we had
little Irish terrier pup about ten
days old being suckled by its mother,
and from the moment she first saw it
Jennie took complete possession of
the pup. She guarded it with the
greatest care, showed herself ready
to fight In its defence and nursed,
petted and actually kissed it. When
moving it about she would do so not
as a dog or cat would carry their
youtg, but with her arms clasped
around it in the affectionate way a
mother would carry her baby.
'To such an extent was this strange
mothering carried that the pup's own
parent seemed puzzled as to whom the
child really belonged, for immediately
after suckling it she had to relinquish
It to Jennie, who was quite restless
and unhappy if kept away long.
'And though the monkey had the
free run of the garden for hours at a
time she never went far away, but
at the least sign of danger to the child
of her adoption either human approach or that of its own mother, or
the house cat she would instantly
leave her gambols on the trees and
fiercely resent any interference.
'Now that the pup is growing big
ger every day we are naturally wondering how he will like being rolled
over and pulled about by his fester
mother and a monkey at that; but
we are hoping that they will long con
tinue to be the greatest of chums."

Explanation for Spontaneous Wound.
Dr. Y. Tanaka describes a form of
leaning across the table toward her,
with eyes full of frankest admiration. wound which occurs spontaneously
"I'm awfully hungry, don't. you know." and is frequently seen in Japan, the
Kamaitachi disease. The
"And there isn't a thing to eat in
the icebox. I've been away for two wound suddenly occurs apparently
without rhyme or reason, as it were
months."
and is exactly identical in appearance
"I know It."
"And you thought I was still ab- with a 'tear of the soft parts; in shape
sent," she flashed back. "Please don't it is somewhat crescentic. Usually It
think I'm nervous. I'm not a bit, but appears In one of the lower limbs,
won't you take your hands out of sometimes on the face. The injury
I keep thinking you materalizes during thunder storms. In
your pockets?
are going to leap at me and
explanation the author points out,
me."
through a note in the British Medical
"By Jove, I'm sorry." His hands Journal, that, as is known by meteorcame from his pockets instantly. ologists, during thunder storms a tem"Honestly, I haven't anything desper- porary vacuum may occur in places as
a result of stray air currents; and if
ate on me."
"Haven't you? Because you didn't a part of the body comes into such a
expect to meet anyone, I suppose. space a tear may resut from the inCan't wo compromise? Truly, ' I'm ternal pressure unmodified by the acshivering tacks. I never even saw a tion of external pressure. "The cases
burglar before. Couldn't you take usually occur in outlying mountain diswhat cash I have on hand it's about tricts, rich in trees and streams; and
twenty dollars, I think and call it it i3 in just such districts that In a
off? That would get you something thunder storm atmospheric conditions
to eat, and grubstake you to the town. can most readiy produce a vacuum of
so to speak
the kind described."
The two faced each other, the broad
Difference In Size.
dining table between. He looked
A very small man not only small
straight into her eyes, until the gaze
wavered and drooped.
as to stature, but lacking also in width
"You re the pluckiest girl I ever of beam sat In a street car until he
saw," he said, fervently. "I didn't tell became tightly wedged in from both
you at first because it was such a rip sides. Then there entered the car a
ping joke, you know, but you're in the large, handsome woman, upholstered
to the minute. She took the strap in
wrong apartment.'
"I am?" gasped Leslie. "Why, no, front of the small man and was hangI'm not. I've been asleep on the couch ing to it in discomfort when the small
man arose with a flourish of politein there"
"It Is my couch," he murmured hap- ness and touched her on the arm.
"Take my seat madam," he said
pily. "I'm glad you slept on it, Gold
enhalr. Did you also drink from my with a bow and a smile.
bowl, and eat from my table, and sit
"Oh, thank you very much," she rein the little bear's chair?"
plied and turned toward the seat
"Isn't this number twelve?"
Then, smiling genially again, she
"It is number twenty-two- ,
directly asked: "Where did you get up from?"
above number twelve."
Perils of the Theater.
"But the pass key fitted the lock."
"What do you think about this 'ere
"They usually do fit all locks.
Please .don't be disturbed. I'm awful Monna Lisa bein' stolen?"
"Ah! These hactresses be alius
ly glad you came in. If you had
opened the icebox you would have gettin' into trouble." M. A. P.
found something to eat, honestly. 1
The Offender.
packed away a couple of lobsters
"Do cigarettes annoy
you, Mist
against this fatal- hour of eleven my
self, and there's salad stuff to fix it Kean?"
"Not at all. It's the fellows who
up, or we can broil them. I only
came in ahead of the crowd to start smoke them that I can't stand for."
Too Late to Change.
things going. We've all been spend
"A man can no more change his reping the evening at friends' on the
now
to
and
a
we're
have
going
utation than he can change his face
square,
chafing dish feast Won't you stay, or his arms," said Senator La Folletts
Goldenhair?
There are some bully at a banquet in Madison.
sisters and cousins and aunts in the
"there was once a wicked old Madison millionaire who took his pastoi
crowd, and we won't bite you.
"You're the boy who builds things." aside and said:
" I am going to
She felt bewildered, but vaguely reretire, Doctor Thirdcalled hearing that young Pomeroy ly. I'm going to devote the remainder
Seward was ber distinguished neigh of my life to doing good.'
had
"Doctor Thirdly, an outspoken man,
bor, Seward who at twenty-eigh- t
won more awards and architectural retorted:
.
'"Do you mean John H. Good, ths
prize contracts than any other man
of his age in NeW York. And she had wealthy farmer, or young Sam Good,
entered his studio, slept on his couch, the socialist millionaire?"'
and been on the point of arresting
him as a burglar, or rather 'phoning
Experienced Mabel.
for the police to do It She felt
"John," said the sweet young thing
and looked around help
about to get married, "I hope you won't
lessly.
"You can't Jump through the win be like all the other married men."
"What do you mean, my dear?"
dow, Goldenhair." he reminded her
"Mabel
gently. "We're five stories up. Bet- was over says they're all alike. She
this afternoon giving me ths
ter stay."
"I'm so sorry, and ashamed of my benefit of her experience. You know,'
she knows all about men."
stupidity," she began.
"She does? And when was Mabf
"Please don't He leaned over and
took her hands. "I've been wanting married?"
"Last June."- to. kuowiou tor months, and this is
brass-knuckl-

e
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Costs More to Get Water Out of Irrigated Country Than it Does
to Get It In.

semi-darkne-

MONKEY

BY

CARDS

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

WWW

MM

w www

PAUL A. F. WALTER
"When once the habit is formed,"
Attorney-at-Lagays an expert Irrigator, "it is so
. . . New Mexlca
much easier to irrigate than it is to Santa Fe,
cultivate when the crop shows signs
of distress, that the water is turned
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
on till the soil as well as the crop
Attorneys-nt-Laare swamped. Alkali, malaria, lack of
Practice in the Dlstri t Court at
air in the soil and many other trouwell aa before the Supreme Court oi
folbles common to
the territory.
w

over-Irrigati-

lows."

This is all too true, and explains
why dry farming, where the subsoil is
sufficiently moist, is in so many places
showing results almost as good, and
occasionally better, than
soils alongside them.
Extensive travel and observation in
the great irrigated sections of Calid

Las Cruces,

New Mexico.

E. C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-La-

Practice in the District and Su
Prompt and careful
to all business.

preme Courts.
attention given
8anta Fe.

New Mexico
Colorado and
Washington,
G. W. PRICHARD
Montana has convinced us that where
the country is at all level, the old sayAttorney and Counselor at Law
Practice In all the District Conn
ing is true, that in time, "it takes
more money to get the water out of uid gives special 'uttetitton to cases
an irrigated country than it does to before the Territorial Supreme Court
get it into it." When we were in Office: Laughlia Blk, Santa Fe. N. M.
Fresno, California, last the people of
that country were holding public disC. W. Q. WARD
cussions on how best to relieve It
Territorial District Attorn y
from the ruinous
which
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
shows up in lakes in some spots, and Us
New Mexico.
Vegas,
in malaria or ruined vineyards and
orchards in others. It was estimated
HARRY D. MOULTOU
by some who were advocating appealing to the government for aid, that it
would take several millions of dollars
Attorney-at-Lato rid that and an adjoining county of

fornia,

n

surplus water.
We believe that dry farming meth
ods can be used in connection with irrigation, even in the more level and
slow draining sections so that most
of the evils of
can be
avoided; and we believe, too, that the
widespread interest in dry farming is
going to do much along this line.
it seems to us that with care to
apply only the amount of water need
ed at the time, too little rather than
too much, followed by liberal tillage,
there should be no more danger of
souring, alkaling or otherwise waterlogging the land than in sections
where there is ample rainfall.
But
the temptation to put on too much water, particularly by the beginner in
irrigation, seems almost irresistable,
and all newly Irrigated sections pay
littlo attention to these warnings, till
sickness or serious loss stares them
in the face, and then the coBt of remedying is great.

Santa 7e, N. M.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Uind Claims and Contests a Specialty

over-irrigati-

IRRIGATE

IN

VARIOUS

WAYS

Shas. F. Easley.
Chas. R. Eaalsy
EA8LEY & EASLFY.
Attorneys at Law.
Practice in the courts and befors

land Department

Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe. N. M., branch Office Satan
McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Practice in all the Courts and
lore the Interior Department '

Be--

New Mexico.

TaoB,

H. L. ORTIZ.

Attorney and counselTor-at-LaPracticing before all the courts to
he Territory.
Santa Fe
New Mexico
.-

PROBERT & COMPANY

Current Motors Used to Force Water
From

N. M.

da,

Investments

Rapidly Moving
Pumps on Barges.

Rivers-O- ther

Lavrts, Mines, Bonds A 8tockv
Money Loaned for Investors
We have for sale general stocks ot
Irrigation as practiced by the ancients and in the early days of its ex- Merchandise, Retail Lumber Yard
and other Business Opportunities
ploitation in this country was purely
a matter of gravity. Though most of throughout Taos county.

the government irrigation projects are
based upon the gravity principle there
are numerous successful irrigation
districts where various other forces
are employed.
The government has a pumping
plant on the Willlston project in
North Dakota in which the pumps are
located upon barges on account of the
varying heights of water in the Mis
souri river. Connection Is made to
the canals along the shore by flexible pipes.
In the only government Irrigation
project in Kansas water is obtained
by pumping from twenty-thre- e
wells,
the pumps being driven from a central
power station. In certain instances
on other projects water is pumped to
higher benches from canals which are
filled by gravity and which supply a
lower portion of the irrigated tract by
gravity.
In New Mexico and a part of west
Texas the water supply is from wells,
some freely flowing artesian and some
from which water has to be pumped.
In Arizona, on one of the government
projects, use is made of a large wheel
to elevate water from "low line" to
"high line" canals
Water distribution is effected in
various ways. Generally the water
flows by gravity in open canals and
in pipes under
ditches; sometimes
ground with hydrants at intervals discharging into ditches; sometimes for
truck gardens and the like. In overhead
sprinkler pipes. One system resembles
the rotating lawn sprinkler on a large
and numerous scale.

raos,

Bank References Furnished.
. , . . .
New Mexico.

DR.

J.

RESIDENCE,

M. DIAZ,
DON GASPAR
AVE

Phone, 220 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA

Phone, 237 Black
1 to 3 P. M.

OFFICE HOURS.

W. M. SHERIDAN,
Genito-Urinar-

H.

D

Diseases.

y

THE WAS5ERMAN & NOOUCH'
TE5TS. 5ALVAR5AN "606"
ADMINISTERED.

Chemical and Microscopical Ex- iminations of blood, sputum, urine
ind gastric contents. Directions
for collecting: specimens given ot

application.

State Nat. Bank

BkJ

Albuquerque

N M

DR. W. HUME BROWN,

Dentist
.Over Spitz's Jewelry Store.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
"
Phone Red 6.
7
Office Hours 8a. m. to 5 p. m.
And by Appointment '
.

3TANDLEY

G. SMALL, M. D.

Physician and 8urgeon.
Office and Residence Washington
POULTRY NOTES.
Ave. next door to Public Library.
Oats are not generally fed to fowls. Office Hours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
to 4 p. nr. Evenings.
Insect pests are sure to come from
Phone Black 47.
neglected houses.
some animal food should be sup
plied for egg production.
TIMETABLE ALL
Moth balls or lime In the nests
will not keep the mites away.
LOCAL TRAINS
You can keep a good hen just aa
cheaply as you can a poor one.
The following are the tlms tables
Farm hen houses are usually 'con )f
the local railroads:
structed of lumber but concrete struc
.
tures are coming.
F. Hy."
"A. T.
Poultry raisers, whether on
Leave
small or large scale, are fast learning
8:10 a. m., to connect with No. 3
the value of cleanliness.
westbound
and No. 10 eastbound.
Winter quarters should be thorReturning, arrive Santa Fe at 12.10
oughly cleaned before the fowls are
p. m. ' v.
...:' i "
allowed to be piaced la them.
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
When fowls seem to have notHlng
to do, keep food away for a time. conect with No. 1 westbound and No.
Keep the chickens busy. Loafers art 2 eastbound.
arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. m.
no good.
' Returning
Litter on the floor la all right, if Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to conit is all right. If It is full of filth, nect with No. 7 westbound and No. 4
better shovel It out and give your eastbound.
birds the naked floor.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe at
If there is one rule which poultry 8:36 p.m.
raisers would profit by more than any
other It is: Keep hut one good stand nect with No. 8 eastbound and No. 9
ard variety of fowls.
westbound.
Be your own trap-neTakes
arrive at Santa Fe, 11:30
bit of time, but when you get done p. Returning,
;' "',,-m..
that
which
hens
know
are
the
you
the Belen cutoff
for
Passengers
are putting eggs in the basket
and Pecos Valley points should now
leave at 3:30 p. n. Instead ot 7:20
Best of Evidence.
as heretoiore. Connection: leaves Al- Do
love
Girl
you really
Suburban
ne. George?
Do
I? Don't I have to wait 2:20 a. m.
George
!n a cold shed every night for the w)
D. A ft. O, By.
;
sar homet Country Visitor.
Leaves 10:06 a., nr. or norU.
4:20 p, m; from north.
"
A Nautical

A.

5

i.

st

'.

v

8tart

k
New
central By.
"I wish we eould have a sailor at
12:46 p, m, connects with No.
me head of our educational schtuue," 2 Leaveand-south and west ;
east
Why sot"
4:16
Arrive
p. m. with, connections
a
"Because he could appreciate; ifme No. t east
tea ot a spanker boom."
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GLOSUNG OU

SALE

8

The entire Stock of Beautiful Mexican and Indian Rugs and Blankets, Mexican Drawn
Work,
Baskets, Pottery, and a full line of Precious Stones and Gems.

Mexican Filigree Jewelry.

Beautiful Christmas Novelties.

at Ridiculously Low Prices.

All going

Come While the Selection Is Good.

SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO COMPANY.

i
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IE MALA
EXPEDITION
Will Leave January 3d for
Maya Temple City,

Quirigua
Dl. E. L

HEWETT

IN

-

eaas.ssssj.aa

"

work will be done, is situated in the
Motagua valley, a distance of fifty-similes, from the port of entry.
The condition of the ruins when
first visited by Director Hewett two
years ago is well described in the bulletin recently published by the Insti
tute. It says:
"The buildings are fairly well pre
served, and probably represent a com
pletely developed Maya temple-citineir limited extent would make
complete examination possible in about
five years. No excavations had been
made a Quirigua, save a few desultory
nencnes in the tops of some of the

In summing up the work of the second year the bulletin says.
"The expedition of 1911 was only
moderately successful in archaeologic
al finds, though the new inscription
upon the cornice of the temple points
to important results. It was rought
to a close-earlin May by the coming
on of the hot season. It was aided by
tne services of Lisandro Castillo, the
young native foreman, whose services
proved to be so valuable the first season. The cost of the expedition in
1911 was defrayed by contributions of
equal amount from the St. Louis Society of the Institute and the United
Fruit Company."
"The work this year will be a continuation of that already done on the
ruin. As much of the jungle has been
removed from the temple area many
of the carvings on the temple3, palaces
and monuments will be cleared of the
moss and other growth and the in
scriptions deciphered if possible. This
last will be the task of Mr. Morley,
who has made a special study of the

mounds. No extensive first-hanstudy
of the art or Inscriptions had been
Work Is Being Done Under the undertaken except that set forth in
the monumental work of Maudslay,
Direction of the Santa Fe
whose efforts were largely bestowed
School.
upon photography and the" making of
moulds.
Quirigua, therefore, seemed
The third expedition under the aus- to present almost a
virgin field for
of
the Archaeological Institute of scientific work; the dense jungle in
pices
America will sail for Guatemala on which it has so long Iain buried has
January 3. It will he headed by Dr. preserved it alike from vandalism and
Edgar L. Hewett, director of the from close investigation.
Moreover,
American School of Archaeology of the extension of the plantations of the work.
Santa Fe.
United Fruit Company seemed to
Mr. Nusbaum will make moulds
Dr. Hewett starts' for Washington, make the time
opportune both for from the great statues from which
D. C, next Sunday where he will equip study and for
protective measures. The casts or exact replicas will be made
and perfect his plans for the work. clearing and burning of forests
might in plaster or cement. These replicas
He will be accompanied: to Central seriously endanger the ruins."
will be brought to Santa Fe and deAmerica by Mr. and Mrs. S. G. MorThe first expedition accomplished posited in the museum of the Ameriley, who will give especial attention to ' little more than a survey of the ruins, can School in the Palace of the Govd
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Frateriw societies

SCRAPS WANT

Christmas at Penitentiary.

Once again as Christmas Day arrives, the convicts will be given an
extra meal. This year it will consist
of Roast Pork,
Mashed
Potatoes,
Stewed Tomatoes, Celer, Apple Pie
and Coffee. Through tfie courtesy
and kindness of Gross, Kelly and Co.,
of Las Vegas, each man will be fur-- 1
nishcd with a cigar; from Charles
feld and Co., also of as Vegas, they
will receive cakes and cigars; from
H. B. Cartwright and Brothers of Santa Fe, cakes; Nathaii Salmon and
Brothers of Santa Fe, will furnish oranges; and candy will be given
them by H. S. Kaune and Co., Frank
Andrews and The farlor Meat Market
of Santa Fe.

Wanted A girl for
work. Address X,

za.sx

housegerai
Mexican.

Nr

one

and

One

FOR RENT

furnished house.

MASONIC.
Montezuma
ixidye
No. 1. . F. & A. M.
Regular communl
cation first Monday
of each month &t
Masonic - Hall a
7.30.

D.

Apply

IL H. DORMAN,
Master

Lowitzki.

CHAS. E. LINNET. Secretary.
WANTED Salesman
experienced
in paints and oils to travel in New
Santa Fe Chapter No.
Mexico. Address C. L. Cox,
1, R. A. M.
Regular
St., San Francisco, Cal.

II-- 1

609-7t-

h

convocation

second

Monday of eacb month
at Masonic Hall as
7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALIOSR.
H. ?,
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

FOR SALE One
good
upright
a
piano in excellent
condition;
big bargain. Call up black i2, or address box 375 Santa Fe.

n

FOR SALE Text-booon Paragon
Shorthand. Learned in one week.
Fe Comrr.acderi
Bliss From the Proverb.
Star Service Schedules.
Writers in government employ. Can
PiT Santa
No. 1, K. T. Regular
V
There's an old codger in Boston who be learned without
The following change in the Star
a teacher.
Price
conclave fourth MonService was announced In the Daily affects to despise a college education. reasonable. Address, H. M., P. O. Box
He never had one; he's very successday in each month at
Post Office Bulletin yesterday;
313, City.
(3t)
Masonic Hall at 7: SO
Arabela to Tinnie, from Jan. 1, 1911, ful, and he doesn't see that a universi'y"
ty training could have made him any
"WIS
p. m.
ROOMS FOI. SENT One, three,
begin at Meek, Increasing 10 ma. more
so. Therefore he sneers at some
CHAS. A. WHEELON. E. C.
or five nice, new, comfortable rooms w. E.
Special service, Meek, Lincoln county, of the
GRIFFIN, necorder.
younger fellows who have had for Tent at 237
avenue.
from Tinnie, discontinued.
Washington
more educational advantages.
Star Service Schedules:
The other day he was calling down Large, handsome dining room, excepSanta Fe Tx)dge ol
Iola to Doming:
a college subordinate. "If that's all tionally nice and well suited for
Perfection No. 1, nth
ernors.
hoarders.
Leave Hondale daily except Sunday, your
gilt edged eddication has taught
degree. Ancient and AcThe expedition is financed by the 7 a. m.
ye," he growled, "by gosh, young feler,
St. Louis Branch of the Archaeological
cepted Scottish Rite ol
TYPEWRITERS.
Arrive Deming by 10 a. m.
I'm
for
thankful
my ignorance."
Free Masonry meets on
Institute, but is under the direction of
Ne
and
Cleaned,
Leave Deming daily except Sunday,
adjusted
repaired.
"Sir," the young fellow answered,
the third Monday of each month
the American School of Archaeology 10:45 a. m.
bowing respectfully, "you have much platens furnished. Ribbons and sup- at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
located in Santa Fe. The Archaeoloplies.
to be thankful for."
Arrive Hondale by 1:45 p. m.
Typewriters sold, exchanged Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
gists will be absent in Central America
an) rented. Standard makes handled
Leave Hondale daily except Sunday,
from four to six months.
All repair work and typewritea guar Visiting rcotish Rite Masons are cor2:15 p. m.
True to His Promise.
anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex- dially invited to attend.
Arrive Iola by 4 p. m.
"Dearest, will you let me share your
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
Leave Iola daily except Sunday, every sorrow after we are married T" change. Phone 231.
Venerable Master.
4:45 p. m.
she whispered as she cuddled hei
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
NOTICE.
Arrive Hondale by 6:30 p. m.
cheek against his.
Palace.
Secretary.
"Sealed bids will be received up to
'Effective December 16, 1911.
"Yes, darling," he replied,
again 12 o'clock noon
R. H. Mclntyre, Carthage.
of December 28 by
a
delicious
her
Mound
kiss
from
to
Ocate:
plucking
Wagon
"William Hartz, M. D., Carthage.
B. P. O. E.
the Board of County Commissioners
Leave Wagon Mound daily except sweet lips.
Santa Fo Lodge No.
Louig Silva, Carthage.
of
excavation
for
the
Fe
Santa
County
was
It
same
the
two
who
lady
years
Sunday, C:30 a. m.
John B. McKinley, Carthage.
460, B. P. O. E. holds
at the west approach, and the fill at
Isier wearily cried out:
Arrive Ocate by 12 noon.
A. B. McMillen, Albuquerque.
Its
regular session on
new
steel
the
abutment
of
east
the
"Oh, Tom, why can't you ever come
Leave Ocate daily except 'Sunday,
T. J. Chapman, Trinidad.
the second and fourth
into the house without bringing a tale bridge located at Los Cerrlllos, N. M.
W. L. Wilson and Mrs. Wilson, L3 lp.m.
Wednesday of each
The approximate quantities are as
of trouble with you? I'm so sick ol
Effective February 11, 1912.
month. Visiting brothJara, Colo.
follows: excavation, about 230 cubio
how
about
to
hard
have
hearing
you
Black Lake to Ocate:
ers are invited and
Frances Anderson, Alamosa.
cubic
475
and
fill
the
about
to
bills
worfe
the
yards,
keep
paid."
Leave Black Lake Tuesdays. ThursL. B. Woofers, Clayton.
welcome.
yards.
WHY SHE DIDNT WIN.
days and Saturdays, 6:30 a. m.
W. C. Reid, Roswell.
CARL A. BISHOP.
Bidders are requested to acquaint
Arrive Ocate by 12 noon.
A. B. Stroup, Albuquerque.
Exalted Euler.
themselves with the nature of the ma - ! D. SENA,
were
at
Monte
Carlo, and, terial to be
Leave Ocate Tuesdays, Thursdays ( They
John S. Clark, Las Vegas.
secretary.
In
the
to
state
and
moved,
ike
other visitors to that insidious
'
and Saturdays, lp.m,
H. F, Raynolds, Albuquerque.
proposals the price per cubic yard for
paradise, they considered the Casino additional
Arrive Black Lake by 6:30 p. m.
work.
F. W. FARMER
a
which
to
be
place
visited.
ought
Effective February 1 1912.
Montezuma.
Address all bids in a separate enHomestead Na.
stood hesitating before one of
They
Teachers Examinations.
John Smith, Jamestown.
2879.
the tables, and at last the temptation velope, to Mr. I. Sparks, Chairman,
G.
Reginald
Board of County Commissioners, San
Dear Friends. According to the usual to join the players
Cobbett, Tesuque.
Brotherhood
of
too
proved
F. A. Easton, Denver.
ta Fe, N. M.
practice of holding the midwinter ex- strong for the lady.
American Yeomen
T. J. Sawyer, Buckman.
re--1
amination in the middle of January,
board
The
to
reserves
the
"I must risk just one
right
Meets
Secon
L. Helfrich, Albuquerque.
we- have set the dates
Friday and Sat- note," she said to her husband. "Give ject any and all bids.
and Fourth Thurt
Fred Fornoff, City.
I. SPARKS,
urday, January 12th and 13th for the me one, darling, and I will put it on
days, Fireman's
Mrs. W. F. Keene, Whitman, Ma3S next regular examination of teachers. the number of
Chairman.
my age. That is sure
Hail. H Foreman.
7
Alvan N. White, Silver City.
Santa Fe, Dec. 13th, 1911.
Kindly send notice at once to the to be lucky."
A. E. P. Robinson,
H. C. Kinsell, Stanley.
teachers of your county eo that those
Hubby was inclined to be skeptical,
Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy
E. W. Deuel, Alamosa.
who are required to take this exami- but of course he might have spared
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
rarmer.
Coronado.
nation or who are expecting to take himself the trouble of grumbling, and
(Publisher.).
it may be fully advised as to the date. the
Epitacio Duran, Chimayo.
note was duly deposited Department of the Interior,
Mrs. Eplfanio Martinez, Chimayo
Enclosed herewith find copy of the on No. 24.
Santa Fe Camp
U. S. Land Of" o at Santa Fe. U. M.
Miss Virginia Martinez, Chimayo.
13514, M. W. A.
Alas! No. 36 proved to be the winrules for conducting county examinaNovember 15, 1911.
Frank C. Hatchett, Acme.
dieets second Tuestions. A sufficient supply of these will ning numeral, and the lady gave a
Notice is hereby given that Luciano
Jose Sanchez, Tome.
bo sent for distribution among the little gasp of despair.
day each month, so
Ortega, of Lamy, N. M., who, on tcto-be- r
S. Olson, Alto.
cial meeting tLlri)
"Serves you right," said her great
applicants at the time of taking the
18, 1906 made homestead 10134
Alfred Herrera, Denver.
brute of a husband. "If you'd told No 07888, for SE
examination.
Tuesday at Elk 3
section 35, to wn- Hall. Visting nelcfc.
In issuing announcement call atten the truth you'd have won!"
ship 14 N, range 11 E, N. M. meridian.
AROUND THE STATE- has filed notice of intention to make bars welcome.
tion also to the fact that those who
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul
r
A Youthful Quibbler.
final
held certificates which expire in the
proof, to establish clal.ti CHAS. A.
Saloons Must Close New Year.
RISING, ClerV.
to
So
Caller
middle of January or near that date
the land above described, befow
you go to school, do you,
Pueblo, Dec. 22. The commission
are required to take examinations for little man? Let me hear you spell Register or Receiver TJ. S. Land Of.
ers have ordered a safe and sane New new certificates. Make it very plain "bread."
fice, at Santa Fe, N. M.. on the 26th
Santa Fe Camp No
Year eve for Pueblo. To that end it to those who hold permits that they
Bobby
day of December, 1911.
6673, R. N. A. meets
has been prescribed that cafes and must not only take examination but
Caller The dictionary spells it with
Claimant names as witness:
fourth Tuesday of
saloons will not be allowed to dis secure regular certificates to draw an "a."
each month; soEulogio Sandoval, George Lathrop,
Bobby You didn't ask me how the Filiberto Martinez, Francisco Sandopense liquors of any kind on what is regular pay after January 15th.
We
cial meeting third
ordinarily a hilarious night. Every are planning to send out questions dictionary spells it; you asked me bow val, all of Lamy, N. M.
Tuesday at Elks'
effort wll be made to prevent boister for all three grades of county certif I spelt it.
HalL
MANUEL OTERO.
Vlsitlns
ous conduct of every kind on that ev icates. AH who take examination
neighbors welcome
',''.?&
Register.
THE BRUTE.
ening, and those who are accustomed must pay the institute fee charged In
NETTIE VICKROY.
Notice for Publication.
to revel are due for a disappointment. your county for 1911, If they did not
Oracle.
Department of the Interior,
attend institute and pay institute fee.
FLORENCE RISING.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
The incidental expenses incurred in
Recorder.
Worry 'and Hunger Cause Theft.
December 9, 1911.
Although a prisoner in the Denver connection with the examination such
Notice
is
hereby given that
jail, charged with felony, Earl Cot- as stationery, Ink, etc., may be legally
Try a New Mexican want ad. It
Quintans, of Rowe, N. M., who,
inn, 21 years old, wept for Joy when covered by drawing warrant against
on June 11, 1907, made Homestead brings Jesuits.
told that the spoils of his first theft the insitute fund which warrant will
04507, No. 11611, for NE
Section
had gone to replenish the larder of be properly sent to this office for con
10, Township 16 N, Range 13 E, Mer- his home, where his wife and baby sideration accompanied by . itemized
mian, nas tiled notice of intention WOOD' YS HACK LINE
girl were suffering for the want of bill. The entire receipts in the way
to make final five year proof, to esfood. Coffrin was arrested when of institute, or examination fees mtiit
tablish
claim to the land above debe
to
with
the
treasurer
placed
Prom
found with seven chickens in a su'.t
county
scribed, before register or receiver,
case. Police Captain Lee turned the the credit of the institute fund and
BARRANCA
TO TAOS
S.
U.
Land office, at Santa Fe, N. M-chlckews over to Coffrin's young wife you will note that your county treas
he
not
16th
urer
is
to
entitled
of
1912.
day
Meet
any
North
South
percentage
Both
January,
he
had heard the man's story.
after
Claimant names as witnesses:
The husband admitted the theft of of these receipts for acting as custo
Bounds Trains.
Crescendo Roibal of Rowe, N.
the chickens at night, which is a fel- dian of the same.
With Christmas and New Year greet
Garcia of Fulton, N. M.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival' of
ony in Colorado. The young husband
the north bound train and arrive at
Quintana of Rowe, N.,M-Victwho works as a cook, had been out ings, I am,
Yours very respectfully,
Valencia of Rowe, N. M.
Taos at 7 p. m.
of employment for two months and
J. E. CLARK.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Tan miles shorter than any other
had spent his savings in providing for
Mrs. Newwed (after the honey'".
way. Good covered- nacka and good
his home. He decided to brave im- Territorial Superintendent Public In moon) You seem to be sorry you ESHr:Register.
struction.
round trip. Teams
teams. Fare
ever married me.
prisonment to provide, at least, one
furnished commercial men to taka In
Mr. Newwed You are unusually
good meal for his wife and child, so
Cold
Continues
The Weather observant
the surrounding towns. Wire) Embudo
he went out on a chicken hunt. Hutoday.
Station.
mane Officer Morton David was sent Bureau predicts cold, fair weather for
A
Relief.
to Coffrin's home to investigate his tomorrow. Last night, the tempera- He went to seeGreat
a dentist.
ture was down again to a minimum
tCAIPENTFilS
MEN AND WOMEN WANTED
story- - There he found the youth's of
The picture of despair;
above zero. The maximum yes- But
six
came
back with a smiling; face
FOI GOVERNMENT POSITIONS.
wife in tears from worry and hunger.
AND CABINET
was 30 degrees, and there were
dentist
The
wasn't
terday
there.
MAIMS.
He took her before Captain Lee,
Free booklet tails about 360,000
snow flurries over the mountains.
light
where she told her story. She wa From Colorado and various New Mexiprotected positions In U. 8.- Civil Sar.
The Facta.
Mora than 40,000 vaeanola
given the chickens and told to oat co points, temperatures below zero and
FURNITURE MAFE TO ORblSR vice.
to
"He
alludes
himself
constantly
them without fear of any law.
lifetime)
employment '
heavy snow are reported.
s
Mw PAlrTra fflUTLY SOME r every toyear,
as a
man."
ask for examine
Just
Easy
gat
"Yes; once when he waa about four
Now Mexico Civil tyr
tlon booklet
Try a New Mexican Want AAV ft If you want anything m earth trs teen
ho sold papers for two or thret
vie School, AlbufliMraua, N.
bring results.
Cjx
AUWtricCurKict&
Picnc-Iedlf-l
a Wait ad i tha Saw Itadoa
A
days"

Hotel Arrivals.
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Archaeology

WETT,

at Santa F Who Wiitc ' ,tor of the School of American
Have Charge
Guatemala Expedition.

inscriptions, Earl Morris, a student
of the University of Colorado, and
Mrs. Cockerell, wife of Professor
Cockerell of the Department of Zoology of the University of Colorado. Later
in the season, Jesse L. Nusbaum, a
member of the staff of the American
School, and a resident of Santa Fe,
who iff now working in the National
Museum in Washington, D. C, will
Join the expedition.
,
If the itinerary laid out is adhered
to, the party will sail on the date
mentioned from New Orleans on one
of the United Fruit Company's boats
for Puerto Barrios on the Bay of Honduras. The ruins of the ancient Maya
temple-cit- y
of Quirigua, where the

preliminary work such as road building and a very little excavating. The
second year's work began la the manner described1 in the extract from the
bulletin mentioned before and which
is as follows:
"The first work consisted in clean
ing the forest from the entire temple
area of the city. This work was of
great difficulty. About 350 large trees
and countless smaller ones had to be removed. The area cleared was about
twenty acres in extent. It comprised
that portion of the ground occupied by
buildings and monuments, ' leaving
around the margin the natural growth
where the native fauna and flora will
be left undisturbed."

A Poor Weak Woman

m

us

ctc

cloth-boun- d,

Vir-gin- io

-

1--

on

As she is termed, will endure bravely and patiently
Joaiee which a strong man would five way under.
The fact it women are. mors patient than they ought
so oe unoer soon troumes.
l
Erery woman ought to know that she may obtain
V
1
k
the most experienced medical advioe frit if chargi
and in absolmt ctnMtnc and nrivnev by writing to
IK
fr- the World's Dispensary Medical Mociation, R. V.
Ivl
Fierce, M . D.. President, Bufido, N. Y. Dr. Pierce
hu been chief consulting pnysieun of the Invalids'
Hotel and Surgical Institute, of Buffalo, N. Y., for
many years and has had a wider practical exnerienM
la the treatment of women's diseases than any other physician in this country,
for their astonishing efficacy.
His medicines are
The most perfect remedy erar devised for weak and deU
women b Dr. Pierce's Favorite Presoriptioa.
'
IT MAXES WEAK WOMEN STRONG, '
SICK WOMEN WELL.
The many and varied symptoms of woman's peculiar ailmaata are fully set
forth in Plflin Boglish in the People's Medical Adviser (1006 pages), a newly
Bditioo of which,
lerised nod
will he mailed
on :
teepipt of 31 ens cent stamps to pay. cost of nulling aafc Addrses aa ahoy.
world-famo-

five-yea-

fn

Her-meneji-

or

-

95-0-

J. P. Steed & Son

self-mad-

"
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aSPECIAL SALEbut these
K. C.

22c

..... ........
.....
Chuck Steak,

.

.

12

1- -2

I

.

12

.

17
12

2c
2c

20c
to 15c
20c
.

1- -2

to

15c

Cut Prices on Lamb, Mutton and all Sausages

WE RECOMMEND TO

YOU

THE FINEST PRACTICAL POCKET TIMEPIECE MADE
IN THE

FOR SALE Man's fancy fur coat,
lined with wild cat skin. Inquire at
New Mexican.

repair-departme-

27c lb.

SMALL WORLD SHIPMENTS
BULL WHEAT MARKET
Corn Steady, Oats Strong and Provi
sions Rise With Hog Products on
Chicago Market.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, 111., Dec. 22. A forecast
of world shipments other than from

America being smaller than predicted,
had a bullish effect today on the price
of wheat. The opening was unchang
ed to
higher, May started at
98
to
a gain of a shade to
The close
and rose to 98
w as steady with May a shade net low
er at 98
Commission houses were generally
on the buying side or the corn mar
ket. May opened unchanged to a sixand adteenth up at 641-- to 64
The close was
vanced to 641-2c- .
for May, a loss of
steady at 64
3l-4- c
net.
Despite talk of possible imports from
Argentine, oats developed strength.
to 47
May started at 47
and reached 47
Provisions rose with hogs. First
sales were unchanged to 7
higher,
to 16.10 for pork;
with May 16.02
9.42 2 for lard and 8.62
for ribs.

We are going to sell you ANY cut of meat
in the house for

2l2c

FLOWERS FOR

MflRKFT PHONE

minimi

FURNITURE AND QUEENSWARE.

Phone Black 12.

FREE

Insubordination.

Phone. Black 204

415

free!

FREE

We are giving a beautiful calendar
plate away Free to our customers,
while they last. -:
::
:-

K Vah
liii?"

iw

'By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, Dec. 22. President Taft, Postmater General Hitchcock, Solicitor General Lehmann and
p
Assistant Secretary of the Navy
today approved a plan proposed
by Senator Perkins, and Representative Kahn of California, designed to
restore to the South Pacific carrying
trade two American steamers, and to
put the American flag once again on
route.
the San Francisco-Australi- a
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HAVE NOT ALREADY RECEIVED

Y0URS PLEASE CALL AND GET IT

Calendars will be given out to
persons who have already reNo

Win-thro-

ceived one
COME EARLY

:

::

-

There are only a few left, COME EARLY

Lead.
St. Louis, Dec. 22. Lead firm, $4.35
4.37
6.30

Palace Avenue.

"""

.

R. V. BOYLE, Manager.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Lisbon, Dec. 22. The government

Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.

SANTA FE, N. M.

e

CLARENDON GARDENS

Portuguese Government Declares Out
break at Braga Was Merely

JAMES C. McCONVERY,

Goods Soid on Easy Payments.

e

AfTiaS

ATTEMPT AT MONARCHIST
REVOLT IS SQUELCHED.

per lb.,

ruHIWUII'S
imiiiifliiu u

attvertlse-me-nt

AND CUT

1--2

TOYS!
TOYS!
TOYS!
Large stock, come and get a price on,

PHONE 56 BLACK.

a Seller? An

BLOOMING PLANTS

says the monarchist revolt reported
to have occurred at Braga was confined to a few rifle shots. The colonel
ONLY A FEW MORE WOROS AND WE ARE THROUGH.
of the 29th infantry was wounded. The
affair arose from the insubordination
If any Minister, Public Official, or anv one else, knows of any of some soldiers over punishments.
one that won't have meat for their XMAS DINNER, send them to Several soldiers were arrested.
us and WE WILL SEE THAT THEY DON'T GO HUNGRY FOR
AMERICAN FLAG TO BE
MEAT ON XMAS.
RESTORED TO PACIFIC.

nt

Try it.

Hand Painted Pictures in fine frames
Ready made Frames all Sizes

d

You

4

the use of the name.

JUST RECEIVED

Second-Han-

c.

2

Xcept Pork, which comes from Kansas City, and we
have to give the trusts a premium for

DAVID LOWITZKI,

New and

S

2

c

GOOD.

For 45 cents tAi'acmtil for a single
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
in the classified columns of the combination docket, they will be sent
New Mexican will put your real estate by mall or prepaid express. Cash In
on (he market effectively. It will put Full must accompany
order. State
the facts of your property before tb plainly whether English or Spaniel)
eyes of all possible buyei.
printed beading is wanted.
Are

c

WORLD

SPITZ, THE JEWELER

Z

Co.

"

AS FOR OUR BIG SATURDAY MEAT SALE,

" It's the Watch for You."
NOTEPerfect service in our watch

After Christmas prices on all samples, today and tomorrow. W. H. Goe-be- l

comNew
Mexican
Printing
pany has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of latt(By Special Leased Wire ta New Mexican)
Vienna, Dec. 22. Emperor Francis ices of the peace. They are especial'
ly ruled, with
heading!, in
progress either Spanish orprinted
Joseph Is making
made of
English,
in his recovery Irom his recent slight
record paper, strongly and durgood
Indisposition.
According to the latest ably bound, with leather back and
reports from the Palace, his majesty covers and canvas tides, ball tali
i3 in excellent spirits his cough is index in
front and the fees of Justices
much better, his appetite good, and ot the
and constables printed
peace
his general appearance nealthy.
in full on the first page. The pages
Combined Civil and CiIaiiLrJ ... 4.0C
inches. These book are
Let Hlrh Know It ir you are out ot are 10
i position, you must let the employer made up in civV and criminal dockets,
know it. A wart advertisement In the separate of 33 pages each, or with
New Mexican will reach every iosi-aes- s both civil and criminal bound In one
and professional man In the city book, 80 paz$ civil and 320 pages
and county and a great many in the criminal. To introduce them they are
territory. If you have any special tal- offered at the following prices
2.T
ent, do not hide It under a bushel.
Civil or Criminal

4

nd-le-

I

92
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We have had many compliments
on our THANKSGIVING TURKEYS.
We will have still better ones for
XMAS. Call and see them.

We have them the regular sizes and the NEW PRECISION
VERITKIN MODELS FOR MEN AND WOMEN cased in an
variety of distinctive, original 14 and 1Skt. gold cases. We ask
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment.

is our hobby.

PHONE

TURKEYS

THE

The kind of a watch that will giv,
you your son your grana
son, accurate time under all conaionSi because it is

ST

llll AH KM

'S

APPETITE OF EMPEROR
FRANCIS JOSEPH IS

MINOR CITY TOPICS

"i

r--

Wishing You All a
Merry Xmas and Happy New Year,
and as this will probably be our last Ad., we
want to take this occasion to thank all our
friends, not only for their patronage alone,
but tor the way they stood by us when we
needed friends. All we can say is, in the
words of Rip Van Winkle, "May they live
long and prosper.

Meats.

Porterhouse T Bone and Short Cuts,

Round Steak and Rib. Roasts,
Pot Roast, . . . . .15c
Pork Chops,
Pork, all other cuts,
Veal Chops and Cutlets,
Veal, all other cuts,

ni

H

QUANTITY AND QUALITY

will hold good so long as there is no advance on market

" Reduced Prices" on all
Loin,

1

92

PHONE

BAKERY AND MARKET.

GROCERY,

Prices

Phone No. L

h

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 22. 1911.

'

spelter

stronger,

$6.25

Santa Fe Hardware

!

Try a New Mexican "Want Ad.
brings retoltr.

& Supply Co.

-

a-

i

Hg!

Xmas Qi its

Xmas Gifts

7iHEN the problem of some-

EVERY

thing to give " Him " for
Christmas confronts yoii, as it
always does at this season of
the year, turn to this store for

LINE OF GOODS we carry

a suggestion for a Man's or
a Boy's Christmas. You cannot
go wrong here ! Look over this list and
see if you do not strike something that
you know will be

relief.

"JUST THE THING."

...
Suits,

$12.50 to $30.C0

"

Raincoats,

"

"

Auto Coats,

"

"

$ .25 to $1.00

Neckwear,

""

Overcoats,

1.00

Gloves,

"
"

Suspenders,

1

-

,"

.25 "

Night Robes, 3.50

Fancy Vests, $1.25 to $5.00 Pajamas,

i

1.25

"
"

Hosiery,

J.50 House Coat,

$ .15 to $1.50 1 Underwear,
2.50 "

$1

00 to $6 00

S.00 Shirt Protecfs,. 10

"

.35

Bath Robes,

2.50 " 10.00 Umbrellas,

1.00 "

5.00

Shirts,

1.00 "

5.00 Hats,

1.25 "

850

3.50 Dress Shirts, 1.50 " 2.50 Caps,

50 "

1.00
10.00

1

50

We just hint that you make your selection early, while picking is at its
best. We'll assist you in every way we can, and we will make any exchanges

you desire after Christmas.

This Store is the Home of Hart, Schaffner

&

Marx Clothes
J

3

